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ABSTRACT

In recent decades, situational awareness (SA) has been a major research

subject in connection with autonomous vehicles and intelligent trans-

portation systems. Situational awareness concerns the safety of road

users, including drivers, passengers, pedestrians and animals. More-

over, it holds key information regarding the nature of upcoming sit-

uations. In order to build robust automatic SA systems that sense

the environment, a variety of sensors, such as global positioning sys-

tems, radars and cameras, have been used. However, due to the high

cost, complex installation procedures and high computational load of

automatic situational awareness systems, they are unlikely to become

standard for vehicles in the near future.

In this thesis, a novel video-based framework for the automatic as-

sessment of risk of collision in a road scene is proposed. The framework

uses as input the video from a monocular video camera only, avoiding

the need for additional, and frequently expensive, sensors. The frame-

work has two main parts: a novel ontology tool for the assessment of

risk of collision, and semantic feature extraction based on computer-

vision methods.

The ontology tool is designed to represent the various relations be-

tween the most important risk factors, such as risk from object and

road environmental risk. The semantic features related to these factors
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are based on computer vision methods, such as pedestrian detection

and tracking, road-region detection and road-type classification. The

quality of these methods is important for achieving accurate results,

especially with respect to video segmentation. This thesis, therefore,

proposes a new criterion of high-quality video segmentation: the inclu-

sion of temporal-region consistency. On the basis of the new criteria, an

online method for the evaluation of video segmentation quality is pro-

posed. This method is more consistent than the state-of-the-art method

in terms of perceptual-segmentation quality, for both synthetic and real

video datasets. Furthermore, using the Gaussian mixture model for

video segmentation, one of the successful video segmentation methods

in this area, new online methods for both road-type classification and

road-region detection are proposed.

The proposed vision-based road-type classification method achieves

higher classification accuracy than the state-of-the-art method, for each

road type individually. Consequently, it achieves higher overall classi-

fication accuracy. Likewise, the proposed vision-based road-region de-

tection method achieves high performance accuracy compared to the

state-of-the-art methods, according to two measures: pixel-wise per-

centage accuracy and area under the receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curve (AUC).

Finally, the evaluation performance of the automatic risk-assessment

framework is measured. At this stage, the framework includes only the

assessment of pedestrian risk in the road scene. Using the semantic

information obtained via computer-vision methods, the framework’s

performance is assessed for two datasets: first, a new dataset proposed

in Chapter 7, which comprises six videos, and second, a dataset com-
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prising five examples selected from an established, publicly available

dataset. Both datasets consist of real-world videos illustrating pedes-

trian movement. The experimental results show that the proposed

framework achieves high accuracy in the assessment of risk resulting

from pedestrian behaviour in road scenes.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

The last two decades have witnessed considerable improvement in the

field of transportation infrastructure. Recent developments in autonomous

vehicles have resulted in intelligent automobiles and an integrated trans-

port system, which uses a wide range of technologies, namely, commu-

nication, control, vehicle sensing and electronics [Singh and Gupta,

2015,Wang et al., 2015a]. This is due to the integration of these tech-

nologies into a manufacturing model, which provides intelligent services

for specific aspects of transport and traffic management [Yan et al.,

2012], such as traffic flow, congestion, optimum routes, safety, com-

plexity and cost [Singh and Gupta, 2015].

However, in spite of these improvements in the field of intelligent

automobiles, major traffic problems have continued to increase. This

is essentially due to the considerable increase in the number of vehicles

[Singh and Gupta, 2015]. The traffic problems include human safety,

traffic flow and congestion. In the design of intelligent transportation

systems (ITSs), the problems related to human safety are paramount.

Therefore, researchers have recently shown an increased interest in the

issue of safety as it relates to intelligent automobiles [Wang et al., 2006,

1
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Spehr et al., 2011].

The safety of intelligent automobiles is a comprehensive notion, re-

lated mainly to the safety of road users, that is, drivers, passengers,

pedestrians and animals. In designing intelligent vehicles, many safety

equipments have been used to protect drivers and passengers when

accidents happen; these offer passive protection for drivers and passen-

gers [Wang et al., 2006]. Moreover, active hazard perception is the key

to understanding the nature of any upcoming situation and preventing

accidents [Wang et al., 2006]. Knowing the level of risk of collision and

situational awareness (SA) will help to prevent accidents, which can be

assessed on the basis of the perception information.

Of course, risk assessment to avoid collision with vulnerable road

users and situational awareness (SA) will improve the safety of intelli-

gent systems in terms of safety. SA can be defined briefly as ‘knowing

what’s going on’ [Endsley, 1995] or ‘keeping track of what is going on

around you in a complex, dynamic environment’ [Vincenzi et al., 2004].

SA is considered to be a key process in autonomous driving.

1.2 Challenges

Achieving SA fully is crucial in complex, dynamic scene environments.

Notably, recent advances in autonomous vehicle technology raise the

important problem of automatic SA in road scenes. In order to build

robust automatic SA systems that can sense the environment, a vari-

ety of sensors, such as global positioning systems (GPSs), radars and

cameras have been used.

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in using several

types of sensors simultaneously. Although the presence of multiple
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sensors offers rich information [Bengler et al., 2014], due to high costs,

complex installation procedures and high computational load, the use

of multiple sensors will not become standard for vehicles in the near

future. Certain sensors, such as ultrasonic, radar and laser, may also

suffer from interference [Yang and Zheng, 2015]. Therefore, a good

option is to use a monocular camera, as it is an efficient sensor in terms

of cost and richness of information [Liu et al., 2013]. The main purpose

of using these sensors is to provide important information related to

the entities in the scene; by processing this information, the sensors can

identify semantic features of the scene entities, which is an important

step in the achievement of scene understanding and object recognition.

The recognition of important scene entities around a vehicle is cru-

cial to assessing the risk of collision in a given road scene [Ess et al.,

2008]. However, object recognition does not provide sufficient informa-

tion to evaluate the situation in terms of safety, because the behaviour

of these objects is also important. For instance, while driving, seeing

a child on the road is a riskier situation than seeing a child on the

pavement. Here, In the former instance, the behaviour of the child has

more meaning with respect to safety. In the past, to solve the situation

assessment problem, a variety of techniques were used (e.g. Bayesian

networks and ontology). Recently, ontologies have been used success-

fully to efficiently model complex interactions between entities in road

scene environments and to represent a wide variety of behaviours.

Because video data is high-dimensional data, feature extraction is

an effective way to deal with it. The purpose of feature extraction is to

reduce the amount of data by measuring certain ‘features’, ‘attributes’

or ‘properties’, and then passing them to the next step of processing
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[Duda et al., 2012]. In many application areas, semantic features, which

express the existence or nonexistence of semantic entities in the scene,

are more pragmatic than other kinds of features.

Extracting semantic features is a crucial issue in computer vision

and video processing. Video segmentation is an effective process for

reading and interpreting basic digital video data with respect to its

semantic content [Ngan and Li, 2011], which means subdividing im-

ages into nonoverlapping, meaningful segments [Dey et al., 2010,Morris

et al., 1986]. There are many different approaches and algorithms for

video segmentation; hence, their evaluation is also important for as-

sessing the quality of segmentation results. Nonetheless, little research

has focused on the evaluation of video segmentation quality.

Semantic segmentation aims to reduce the semantic gap between

the low-level features and high-level semantics. Achieving high-level

semantics is an essential component in the analysis and understanding

of the content of the scene. The utilisation of the semantic information

of both the scene entities and their behaviours results in a reasonable

and fair assessment of the situation.

As outlined above, in spite of tremendous efforts and excellent

progress in the areas of SA, video sensors, intelligent automobiles and

transport systems, the ‘automatic safety’ problem persists [Bengler

et al., 2014].

The hypothesis of this thesis is as follows: If the semantic features

of all key entities in the road scene can be obtained from video frames by

using computer vision methods, they can be organised into an ontology

structure that encodes their hierarchy, relations and interactions. Using

video-based features as sources of information about the key entities, the
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ontology tool can then infer the behaviour of the entities and the degree

of risk of collision in a given scene. This service can be standardised

for all types of vehicles.

1.3 Aims and objectives

In this thesis, a framework for video-based assessment of the risk of

collision in a road scene is considered. The framework is built around

a novel ontology that encompasses the key entities in the road scene

and encodes their hierarchy, relations and interactions. The framework

uses as input the video from a monocular video camera only, avoiding

the need for additional, and frequently expensive, sensors. Hence, some

video-processing techniques are needed to support the framework’s un-

derstanding and analysis of the video data.

Over the last two decades, many approaches have been proposed to

solve the challenges related to video segmentation, but many problems

persist. The challenges associated with segmentation are not unique

problems in the field, but the challenges faced by the evaluation of seg-

mentation are an important focus of research. Evaluation of segmenta-

tion quality enables researchers to select the best video segmentation

method for use in real-world applications. The current methods of video

segmentation evaluation consider the boundaries of the segmentations

without taking into account region interiors and consistency through-

out the video. Thus, a robust method for evaluation of segmentation

quality is required to assess which algorithm provides more accurate

segmentation.

In this study, online video segmentation, as an early processing step

in video analysis, is combined with other computer-vision methods to
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interpret the semantic content of video data. This process effectively re-

duces the semantic gap between the low-level features and the high-level

semantics. The semantic information obtained from computer-vision

methods represent key entities in the road scene. The measurements

of the key scene entities are then fed to the ontology’s reasoning tool,

which evaluates the degree of risk of collision in the scene.

The aim of this research is to build a novel video-based framework

of SA for road safety. The specific objectives are as follows:

1. Development of a video-based framework for risk assessment in

road scenes that takes into account all factors that influence the

risk assessment of the scene

2. Development of an algorithm for the evaluation of video segmen-

tation quality, and using it to choose a suitable online video-

segmentation algorithm

3. Development of new methods to identify key entities in the road

scene, such as road types and road regions

4. Assessment of the video-based framework for the degree of risk in

a road scene

1.4 Datasets

In this thesis, several datasets are used to evaluate the proposed meth-

ods and to conduct the experiments. In the following paragraphs, the

details of each dataset are discussed:

1. For the evaluation of video segmentation quality, two types of

datasets are used, synthetic dataset and real dataset. Two syn-
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thetic videos with the same length are created. The first video

depicts several semantic objects (a circle, for example) moving

from place to place. The second video represents different defects

in the segmentation of the first video. Moreover, the ‘correctly

segmented’ frames between the ‘defective segmentations’ are in-

serted to represent inconsistent temporal segmentations. The real

videos are selected from a publically available dataset [Chen and

Corso, 2010], and the lengths of the selected video sequences are

listed in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Summary of the video sequences from the [Chen and Corso,
2010] dataset

Sequences Num. frames

Bus 85

Container 86

Garden 81

Ice 80

Soccer 69

Stefan 76

All frames 919

2. For evaluation of the road type classification, a dataset is built

as follows: The videos used for the urban road model are taken

from [Brostow et al., 2008], whereas the videos used for the rest

of the road types are taken from YouTube. The lengths of the

selected video sequences are listed in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Dataset summary for road type classification

Sequences Num. frames

Off-road 1000

Motorway 1000

Urban road 1000

Trunk road 1000

3. For evaluation of the proposed road detection method, the pub-

licly available CamVid dataset [Brostow et al., 2008] is used. The

dataset includes daytime and dusk sequences captured from right-

hand drive vehicles and correspond to the driver’s perspective.

The resolution of the frames is 960X720 pixels. The lengths of

the selected video examples are listed in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Summary of CamVid dataset for road detection

Sequences Num. frames

EX 1 0001TP 124

EX 2 0006R 101

EX 3 0016E 1 127

EX 4 0016E 2 178

Ex 5 05VD 171

All frames 701

4. The performance of the risk assessment framework is assessed on
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two datasets: first, a proposed new dataset which comprises six

videos, all of which are taken from YouTube, second, five video

examples selected from the CamVid dataset [Brostow et al., 2008].

Both datasets comprise real-world videos illustrating pedestrian

movement. The lengths of video examples of both case studies

are listed in Tables 1.4 and 1.5.

Table 1.4: Summary of proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in
road scenes

Sequences Num. frames

Case 1 footage 1 83

Case 1 footage 2 75

Case 1 footage 3 59

Case 1 footage 4 105

Case 1 footage 5 64

Case 1 footage 6 131

All frames 517
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Table 1.5: Summary of CamVid dataset for pedestrian behaviour in
road scenes

Sequences Num. frames

Case 2 footage 1 49

Case 2 footage 2 433

Case 2 footage 3 49

Case 2 footage 4 299

Case 2 footage 5 89

All frames 919

1.5 Contributions

The findings from this study make several contributions to the current

state of art:

1. A novel ontology structure for risk assessment in road scenes us-

ing videos is proposed, which tackles the problem of automatic

risk assessment in unpredictable road traffic environments. The

structure includes the factors that influence the risk assessment of

the scene. Furthermore, the ontology structure does not assume

that road users obey the traffic rules.

2. New criteria of high-quality video-segmentation are proposed, and

a new evaluation method based on these criteria is designed,

which can be used both for supervised and unsupervised eval-

uation. A synthetic video test set is created specifically for the

purpose of evaluating the performance of the proposed method.
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3. A new online vision-based road-type classification method is pro-

posed. The method uses video captured by a single video camera

and takes into account the visual information of the whole scene

by segmenting the video frames into temporally consistent frame

segments.

4. A new online model-based road-detection method is proposed.

The method uses video captured by a single video camera and

is followed by two steps of region refinement. The advantages of

many different classifiers are combined to boost the confidence

levels of the road-region pixels.

5. A video-based framework for assessing the degree of risk of col-

lision in a road scene is proposed. The framework consists of

several steps. The first, semantic-feature extraction, is based on

computer-vision methods. The second step is the calculation of

speed, location and direction. The third step is data combination,

and the fourth is assessment of pedestrian risk.
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1.6 Publications from this study

The following publications are based on the work presented in this

thesis:

1. M. A. Mohammad, I. Kaloskampis, Y. Hicks, “New Method for

Evaluation of Video Segmentation Quality,” 10th International

Conference on Computer Vision Theory and Applications (VIS-

APP). Berlin, Germany. March 2015.

2. M. A. Mohammad, I. Kaloskampis, Y. Hicks, “Evolving GMMs

for road-type classification,” IEEE International Conference on

Industrial Technology (ICIT). Seville, Spain. March 2015.

3. M. A. Mohammad, I. Kaloskampis, Y. Hicks, R. Setchi “Ontology-

based framework for risk assessment in road scenes using videos,”

19th International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelli-

gent Information and Engineering Systems, (KES). Singapore.

7–9 Sept. 2015.

1.7 Submitted article

M. A. Mohammad, I. Kaloskampis, Y. Hicks, “Video-based road de-

tection using evolving GMMs, shape priors and region enhancement,”

IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR),

the 7th International Workshop on Computer Vision in Vehicle Tech-

nology (CVVT). Las Vegas, Nevada. US. 26 June–1 July 2016.
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1.8 Thesis overview

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2: reviews the existing research related to the work pre-

sented in this thesis.

• Chapter 3: proposes ontology-based risk assessment in road scenes

using videos.

• Chapter 4: presents a new method of evaluation of video segmen-

tation quality.

• Chapter 5: describes a new online vision-based road-type classi-

fication method.

• Chapter 6: describes a new online model-based road-detection

method.

• Chapter 7: describes the video-based evaluation of the ontology

framework.

• Chapter 8: presents the conclusions and limitations of the thesis,

with suggestions for future work.



Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, the existing research related to the work presented

in this thesis is reviewed, and the relevant techniques and methods

that have an impact on problem solving are described. This chap-

ter is structured as follows: SA in road scenes is discussed in Section

2.1. The general background of and related work on video segmen-

tation and evaluation methods are investigated in Section 2.2. This

investigation identifies and analyses the video segmentation methods

that can be used in this framework. Section 2.2 also explains the chal-

lenges facing current and future research on video segmentation and

evaluation methods. Scene understanding is then reviewed in Section

2.3; scene understanding is a central research topic in computer vision

and has been used in many real-vision applications. The findings are

summarised in Section 2.4.

2.1 Situational awareness in road scenes

Recent advances in autonomous vehicles have resulted in intelligent au-

tomobiles, which sense the environment using a variety of sensors, such

as GPS, radars and cameras. By processing the information acquired

by these sensors, the automobiles are capable of providing many in-

telligent services with respect to the various forms of transport and

14
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traffic management [Yan et al., 2012], such as traffic flow, congestion,

optimum routes, safety, complexity and coast [Singh and Gupta, 2015].

Safety for drivers and other road users requires an important intelli-

gent service in the design of autonomous vehicles, which can be achieved

by investigating the SA in order to determine the degree of risk of colli-

sion in the scene, given a number of sensor measurements. The notion

of SA can be defined briefly as ‘knowing what’s going on,’ ‘the percep-

tion of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and

space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their

status in the near future’ [Endsley, 1995] or ‘keeping track of what is

going on around you in a complex, dynamic environment’ [Vincenzi

et al., 2004]. SA is considered a key process in autonomous driving.

Recognition of important scene objects around the vehicle is crucial

when assessing the risk of collision in a given road scene [Ess et al.,

2008]. However, object recognition does not provide sufficient infor-

mation to evaluate the situation with respect to safety, because the

behaviour of these objects is also important. Figure 2.1 shows two

scenes featuring the same objects. In Figure 2.1a, the pedestrian is

on the road and the situation is, therefore, riskier than in Figure 2.1b,

where the pedestrian is on the pavement and moving away from the

road.

At the same time, certain environmental factors influence the risk

assessment of the scene, such as visibility conditions (fog, haze pollution

and light), weather, traffic signs, road type and road quality [Pollard

et al., 2013]. Therefore, the assessment of risk of collision in a road

scene involves the processing of a plethora of information arising from

several entities. These entities interact with each other. In the example
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in Figure 2.1, for instance, the interactions between the pedestrian, the

road and the pavement influence the degree of risk of collision.

Researchers have employed several different methods to solve this

problem. Platho et al. [Platho et al., 2012] decomposed the task of traf-

fic situation assessment into sets of entities, with each set affecting one

road user. The entities in each set are linked using a Bayesian network.

However, because there are no direct interactions between different sets,

this method may have problems propagating the effect of events from

one set to another. Schamm and Zöllner [Schamm and Zollner, 2011]

used a knowledge-based framework that takes into account interactions

between entities to solve the problem. Vacek et al. [Vacek et al., 2007]

addressed the same problem using case-based reasoning. Their model

is capable of updating its knowledge base with newly encountered be-

haviours; however, the system’s stability may be compromised when

fed with an excessive number of situations [Platho et al., 2012].

Figure 2.1: Assessing the road situation.

However, there are several methods for semi-automatic ontology

learning [Maedche, 2012], such as pattern-based [Hearst, 1992] or definition-
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based [Navigli and Velardi, 2010] methods. Manually built ontologies

have been used successfully to efficiently model complex interactions

between entities in road-scene environments and to represent a wide

variety of behaviours without stability issues. Hülsen et al. [Hulsen

et al., 2011] proposed an ontology-based situation-description method

for traffic intersections. Pollard et al. [Pollard et al., 2013] presented an

ontology for situation assessment for automated ground vehicles that

takes into account vehicle perception, environmental conditions and the

driver’s ability. Information regarding these parameters was acquired

using several different sensors (cameras, GPS, laser range finder sen-

sors, etc.). The purpose of the study was to determine the level of

automation of a vehicle. Armand et al. [Armand et al., 2014] proposed

an ontology-based SA framework that utilises contextual information

to infer the behaviour of the perceived entities (e.g. vehicles, pedestri-

ans). However, their frameworks assume that pedestrians and subject

vehicles obey the traffic rules, which is not always the case in real-world

traffic environments.

It is also worth noting that in the frameworks described above, the

information regarding the perceived entities is acquired using several

types of sensors simultaneously. Although the presence of multiple

sensors offers rich information, due to costs and complexity reasons,

the use of multiple sensors will not become standard for vehicles in the

near future. Certain sensors, such as ultrasonic, radar and laser, may

also suffer from interference problems [Yang and Zheng, 2015].
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2.2 Video segmentation and evaluation

Regardless of the challenges associated with the other sensors, single

monocular video cameras are becoming standard for vehicles because of

their relatively low cost and the richness of information they provide.

Thus, investigating the SA provided by this type of sensor is vital.

Because video data is high-dimensional data, many effective techniques

have been developed to reduce its dimensionality by measuring certain

‘features,’ ‘attitudes,’ and ‘properties’. Researchers have categorised

these features into two types. In [Nixon and Aguado, 2008], the image

features were divided into two categories:

• Low-level features, which can be defined as local properties or

pixel-based attitudes that are extracted from an image, irrespec-

tive of shape information or spatial attitude, or as image-level

descriptors that characterise the image content

• High-level features, which can be defined as global properties or

region-level descriptors of an image’s shape or spatial attitude.

Both types of features have been used extensively to segment images/frames

by passing them to the next step of processing [Duda et al., 2012]

and segmenting them semantically. The aim of segmentation is to find

nonoverlapping semantic regions of an image/frame.

Segmentation is a crucial issue in computer vision and image/video

processing, where it is defined as the subdividing of images into mean-

ingful segments [Dey et al., 2010, Morris et al., 1986]. This technique

has become an effective process for reading and interpreting the se-

mantic content of basic digital images/video data [Ngan and Li, 2011].

Therefore, it plays a central role in image/video analysis and under-
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standing, and supports applications like object recognition, image cod-

ing and image indexing [Allili et al., 2010, Goldberger and Greenspan,

2006a,Huang et al., 2009]. Because many approaches to and algorithms

for image/video segmentation have been developed, it is important to

evaluate the quality of their segmentation results. Nonetheless, little re-

search has focused specifically on the evaluation of video segmentation

quality.

2.2.1 Video segmentation methods

Video segmentation has been an important research area for decades,

and researchers have proposed many different approaches to providing

high-quality segmentation. These approaches have been categorised

into different groups. The feature-based category includes approaches

based on appearance [Vazquez-Reina et al., 2010, Brendel and Todor-

ovic, 2009, Grundmann et al., 2010, Lezama et al., 2011, Kaloskampis

and Hicks, 2014, Charron and Hicks, 2010], motion [Galasso et al.,

2011, Brox and Malik, 2010, Shi and Malik, 2000] and combinations

of feature cues [Galasso et al., 2012,Levinshtein et al., 2010,Cheng and

Ahuja, 2012,DeMenthon and Megret, 2002,Greenspan et al., 2002,Kan-

nan et al., 2005, Kumar et al., 2008, Paris, 2008, Lee et al., 2011, Ochs

and Brox, 2011].

Although previous studies have reported that combinations of fea-

ture cues can provide better cues and lead to better results [Galasso

et al., 2012], this approach involves a tradeoff between scene content

types and feature types. Clearly, motion features can provide better

clues for dynamic scenes than static scenes, whereas appearance fea-

tures are not significantly affected by changes between two consecu-
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tive frames as affected by perspective, illumination and contrast in the

scene. It is, therefore, possible to control this tradeoff on the basis of

detected changes between two consecutive frames, as demonstrated by

the technique of updating GMM parameters proposed by [Kaloskampis

and Hicks, 2014].

Moreover, video segmentation approaches can be categorised on the

basis of the techniques used, such as graph-based models [Grundmann

et al., 2010], mean shift [DeMenthon and Megret, 2002,Greenspan et al.,

2002,Kannan et al., 2005,Kumar et al., 2008,Paris, 2008], the Gaussian

mixture model [Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014,Charron and Hicks, 2010]

layered models [Kannan et al., 2005, Kumar et al., 2008] and spectral

clustering [Galasso et al., 2012, Arbelaez et al., 2009, Brox and Ma-

lik, 2010, Shi and Malik, 2000]. Again, the approaches based on these

techniques can be classified according to user interaction phenomena:

supervised [Vogel et al., 2006] or unsupervised [Kaloskampis and Hicks,

2014] or time-dimension phenomena: online [Kaloskampis and Hicks,

2014] or real-time and offline [Grundmann et al., 2010].

Because it is difficult to obtain general public segmentation, and be-

cause segmentation methods are considered application-oriented meth-

ods [Rav̀ı et al., 2016,Ngan and Li, 2011], choosing a preferred method

for a specific application requires better categorisation. However, cat-

egorisation based on a single aspect provides valuable information re-

garding the approaches proposed in the literature, whereas, categorisa-

tion based on multiple aspects provides better clues and may provide

better support for the selection of an appropriate approach for a specific

application.

Multi-aspect categorisation classifies video segmentation methods
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on an application-specific basis. Each application has unique limita-

tions and goals [Ngan and Li, 2011]; therefore, applications do not

require the same quality or type of segmentation [Lobato Correia and

Pereira, 2004]. Correia and Pereira [Lobato Correia and Pereira, 2004]

grouped the applications of video segmentation into four broad cate-

gories:

• real-time (online) non-user interactive scenario; applications that

belong to this scenario are identified by the real-time process with-

out user interaction. This scenario includes the applications re-

lated to direct broadcasting, video surveillance, and online video

coding [Tang and Breckon, 2011]

• real-time (online) user interactive scenario; applications that be-

long to this scenario are identified by the real-time process along

with extra support, like user interaction. This scenario includes

the applications related to video-conferences [Askar et al., 2004]

• offline nonuser interactive scenario; this scenario is related to the

applications that require automatic algorithms, without consid-

ering the real-time implementation, such as video indexing and

offline video coding for automatic segmentation [Izquierdo and

Ghanbari, 2002]

• offline user interactive scenario; this scenario is related to applica-

tions that require supervised algorithms without considering the

real-time implementation, including applications related to offline

video coding, such as video summarization [Chang, 2003]

The first scenario has been identified as a fully automatic segmen-

tation solution [Lobato Correia and Pereira, 2004], which is required
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in many vision applications. Moreover, the proposed framework is a

real-world application, and it is supposed to work online without user

interaction. Therefore, the framework proposed in this thesis seeks

to choose a video segmentation method for the first scenario; to this

end, the online and unsupervised method proposed in [Kaloskampis and

Hicks, 2014] is chosen.

2.2.2 Evaluation methods

Segmentation is an important stage in image/video analysis and un-

derstanding. Because many different approaches to and algorithms

for image/video segmentation have been developed, it is important to

evaluate the quality of their segmentation results. Nonetheless, little re-

search has focused specifically on the evaluation of video segmentation

quality. Researchers have divided the evaluation methods into three

classes [Zhang et al., 2008,Correia and Pereira, 2003].

Subjective evaluation is the evaluation process in which human

observers quantify the quality of segmentation results on the basis of

visual description. This is a complicated and time-consuming process,

and the results vary from one observer to another.

Supervised evaluation is the evaluation process in which a seg-

mented image/frame (Figure 2.2 c), is compared to a manually seg-

mented (ground truth) reference image/frame (Figure 2.2 b). Produc-

ing ground truth images is also a time-consuming process, and it in-

volves a certain degree of disagreement between different people.

Unsupervised evaluation, also known as stand-alone evaluation

or empirical goodness evaluation, works automatically without any ex-

tra requirements such as ground truth images. The methods in this
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.2: CamVid dataset, examples of different segmentation meth-
ods: (a) Original frame; (b) Manually segmented (ground truth); (c)
segmented example using [Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014].

evaluation class use only low-level features and do not incorporate se-

mantic information. The most important characteristic of unsupervised

methods is that they can be used to control the parameters of online

video segmentation in real-time applications [Zhang et al., 2008].

Most of the evaluation methods are subjective or related to specific

applications. The majority of the proposed objective evaluation meth-

ods fall into the category of supervised evaluation, while the area of

unsupervised evaluation has received the least attention [Zhang et al.,

2008]. Evaluation is usually based on several criteria, each of which

considers the quality of the segmentation from a different perspective.

A number of researchers have considered which aspects of segmenta-

tion quality should be evaluated. In the remainder of this section, the

existing criteria and metrics will be reviewed.

Levine and Nazif [Levine and Nazif, 1985] suggested that to design a

measure for evaluating the quality of image segmentation, it is necessary

to consider the following: (1) uniformity within regions, (2) contrast

across regions and (3) provision for lines and texture. Figure 2.3 shows

two examples of high-quality segmentation.

Haralick and Shapiro [Haralick and Shapiro, 1985] proposed four

criteria for the evaluation of image segmentation: (1) regions must be
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: An example on intraregion uniformity: (a) Uniform regions;
(b) Regions with uniform textures.

uniform and homogeneous, (2) adjacent regions should have significant

differences with respect to the characteristic on which they are uni-

form, (3) region interiors should be simple and without holes (Figure

2.3) and (4) boundaries should be smooth and accurate. Most of the

previously developed evaluation methods and metrics incorporate the

above criteria, either directly or indirectly [Levine and Nazif, 1985,Liu

and Yang, 1994,Borsotti et al., 1998,Chen and Wang, 2004,Zhang et al.,

2004,Chabrier et al., 2006].

[Zhang et al., 2008] classified the evaluation methods according

to the criteria proposed in [Haralick and Shapiro, 1985]. The classi-

fication also covers unsupervised metrics proposed for the evaluation

of image and video segmentation. They concluded that these crite-

ria had become the de facto standard for unsupervised evaluation of

image segmentation. They concluded that the first two criteria were

more characteristic than semantic and hence incorporated the first and

second criteria into their work. Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2008] con-

ducted a comparative evaluation of different approaches and concluded

that previously developed unsupervised approaches for the evaluation
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of image-segmentation methods are insufficient for the comparison of

segmentation produced by different algorithms.

The criteria discussed above have been applied to the evaluation of

the quality of image segmentation. The previously developed unsuper-

vised methods for the evaluation of video segmentation methods [Cor-

reia and Pereira, 2003,Erdem et al., 2004] are limited and not designed

for general-purpose applications: the former method involves the man-

ual labeling of data, and the latter is designed for evaluating video

object segmentation and tracking algorithms. Likewise, the metric pro-

posed in [Gelasca and Ebrahimi, 2006] is based on spatial and temporal

accuracy and designed for evaluating video object segmentation.

In addition to the methods described above, there are several pop-

ular supervised evaluation methods based on image/frame boundaries

as opposed to regions. The boundary precision-recall metric is used

in [Martin et al., 2001] as a supervised metric for the evaluation of

image segmentation. Galasso et al. [Galasso et al., 2013] introduced

the volume precision-recall metric for evaluation of video segmentation

quality. Xu et al. [Xu and Corso, 2012] proposed 3D volumetric quality

metrics to evaluate super-voxel methods, which they based on bound-

aries without taking into account region uniformity and consistency.

The current state of the art in the evaluation of video segmenta-

tion quality can be summarised as follows: (1) there are no established

criteria for evaluation of overall video segmentation as opposed to im-

age segmentation or video object segmentation, (2) there are a limited

number of unsupervised evaluation methods of video segmentation, and

they are not designed for overall video segmentation and (3) supervised

evaluation methods of video segmentation consider the boundaries of
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the segmentations without taking into account region interiors.

Therefore, the evaluation of video segmentation quality requires new

criteria. Based on the new criteria, an online method for the evaluation

of video segmentation quality can be built, which takes into account

the characteristics of both boundaries and regions.

2.3 Scene understanding

The comprehensive understanding of the video content of the scene

plays a crucial role, and it can be exploited to sense the environment.

This can be achieved by understanding the video frames by labelling

the frame regions. Clearly, an essential component of this understand-

ing is inferring semantic and high-level information from the scene [Liu

et al., 2014], which has a fundamental impact on the performance of

many intelligent vehicle applications [Spehr et al., 2011] and of many

computer-vision applications, such as browsing, retrieval, object recog-

nition [Gökalp and Aksoy, 2007] and scene classification [Choi et al.,

2014].

Vision-based intelligent vehicle applications cover a variety of smart

services provided by autonomous vehicles; these applications are capa-

ble of inferring semantic information from the road scene. Each ap-

plication can be considered a step towards the understanding of the

road scene: lane detection, traffic sign recognition, obstacle detection,

pedestrian detection and tracking, road detection and road type classi-

fication.

Road detection is an important application for both robotic and

autonomous vehicles [Wang et al., 2015b], and it helps researchers to

understand a given situation in terms of safety and the crucial aspect
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of safe access to the road for road users. In addition, each road type

requires a specific behaviour from road users. Thus, road detection and

road-type classification are both important applications, and both are

included in the framework proposed in this thesis.

2.3.1 Road-type classification

Scene classification is an important and challenging topic in the field of

scene understanding [Choi et al., 2014]. Many research contributions

have been made in both indoor and outdoor scene classification [Li and

Guo, 2014] based on local features, such as the histogram of textons

[Leung and Malik, 2001], the bag-of-words (BoW) [Csurka et al., 2004,

Sivic and Zisserman, 2003], hypergraph-based modelling [Choi et al.,

2014], a combination of local and global information such as bag-of-

regions [Gökalp and Aksoy, 2007] and adaptive active learning [Li and

Guo, 2014].

In addition, road-type classification, as a specific type of scene classi-

fication, is an important step towards road-scene understanding. Road

scene understanding is required in a variety of applications in the ar-

eas of SA and fully automated or semiautomated driving [Tang and

Breckon, 2011]. In such applications, exploiting domain knowledge in-

formation is the key. However, extracting domain knowledge informa-

tion from the perception of the road environment is a major challenge

in autonomous systems [Miranda Neto et al., 2013], and it requires

high-quality image/video processing methods [Mioulet et al., 2013].

Over the last three decades, many research contributions have been

made in visual navigation [Bonin-Font et al., 2008]; nonetheless, build-

ing robust methods remains an important problem [Miranda Neto et al.,
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2013]. In recent years, a considerable amount of research has focused

on the use of different types of sensors, but in terms of cost and rich-

ness of information, using a monocular camera is preferable [Liu et al.,

2013]. Examples of work in this area include road-environment clas-

sification [Mioulet et al., 2013, Tang and Breckon, 2011], road detec-

tion [Alvarez and Lopez, 2011, Broggi and Berte, 1995], road mark-

ing [Kheyrollahi and Breckon, 2012], road-sign detection and recogni-

tion [Piccioli et al., 1996], on-road sign analysis [Eichner and Breckon,

2008], off-road environment classification [Jansen et al., 2005], and high-

way lane detection [Melo et al., 2006].

The work presented in [Tang and Breckon, 2011,Mioulet et al., 2013]

focuses on the problem of road-type classification. There are three main

steps in each of these approaches: region selection, feature extraction

and preparation, and classification. Both methods select three subre-

gions of interest from the frames of the road video sequences—road,

road edge and roadside—but use different features and classifiers in the

second and third steps. The method in [Tang and Breckon, 2011] ex-

tracts colour, texture and edge-derived features and applies k-nearest

neighbor (k-NN) and artificial neural network (ANN) classification ap-

proaches, whereas the method in [Mioulet et al., 2013] extracts Gabor

texture features and uses the random forests classifier [Breiman, 2001].

The method in [Mioulet et al., 2013] achieved higher accuracy classifi-

cation than the method in [Tang and Breckon, 2011].

In both methods [Tang and Breckon, 2011,Mioulet et al., 2013], as

iullistrated in Figure 2.4, three subregions were selected as the interest

regions for the driving environment: road, road edge and roadside.

The properties of these three regions are captured and used as key
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information during classification. However, there is no guarantee that

the subregions will capture all key information.

In addition, there are specific cases in which the subregions are

unlikely to contain the key information, such as when the car turns

left or right, or is driven on a rough road. Figure 2.5 provides some

examples of the difficulties associated with both methods [Tang and

Breckon, 2011,Mioulet et al., 2013].

To overcome such problems, it is necessary to take into account all

regions in the frame. One way to achieve this is to use an online video

segmentation method and then compare the detected segments to those

usually found in certain types of roads.

Figure 2.4: Subregions used in [Tang and Breckon, 2011,Mioulet et al.,
2013].

2.3.2 Road detection

Recent advances in autonomous vehicles have resulted in intelligent au-

tomobiles which sense the environment using a variety of sensors, such

as GPS, radars and cameras. By processing the information acquired
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(a) (b)

(c) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i)

Figure 2.5: Difficult cases for methods in [Tang and Breckon, 2011,
Mioulet et al., 2013].
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by these sensors, they are capable of determining the travel route and

identifying important scene objects, such as traffic signs and obstacles.

An important problem in the design of autonomous vehicles is road

detection, as it provides an important information cue to sense the en-

vironment and eases applications such as path finding and planning,

object tracking, anomaly detection and situation assessment.

Vision-based approaches typically use colour as the main low-level

feature for road detection, as texture is dependent on reliable shape

patterns parallel to the road direction and increases computational costs

[Álvarez et al., 2014]. However, important environmental challenges

such as colour variation, shadows and lighting conditions pose problems

to colour-based road detectors [Wang et al., 2015b], hence additional

information is required to improve the detection accuracy.

For roads that are designed in accordance with design guidelines and

standards, road structure can be used as a cue to improve the system’s

performance [Han et al., 2012,Jiang et al., 2014]. The drawback of such

approaches is that they cannot operate reliably in unstructured road

scenes (Figure 2.6).

Typical road geometries can also be exploited to enhance the per-

formance of road detection. For instance, in [Alvarez et al., 2009] ge-

ometries like left turn, straight and T-like junction are learned offline

and a scene classifier selects the most probable profile for a given input

frame. Such approaches lose accuracy in certain circimstances, e.g. in

cluttered scenes [Álvarez et al., 2014].

Other methods employ a combination of techniques to enhance the

performance of road detection. For example, appearance-based and

motion features were utilised in [Sturgess et al., 2009]. As this method
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relies on specific training samples, it has difficulties coping with images

that are significantly different to the training data. Colour plane fusion

(CPF) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were combined in

[Alvarez et al., 2012]. This work assumes that the bottom part of the

video frame captures the road-region, which, however, cannot be always

guaranteed in practice [Alvarez et al., 2014].

Prior knowledge regarding the road-shape has also been used to

improve the performance of road detection, e.g. [He et al., 2013]. The

road-shape is typically learnt from training data or past frames and

is used to impose restrictions regarding the detected road area in the

input frame. Such methods may face problems when the road-region in

the input frame is significantly different than the models in the learnt

road-shape database.

The shortcomings of vision-based approaches have led researchers to

include additional sensors in their systems alongside traditional cam-

eras, such as stereo cameras [Guo and Mita, 2009, Guo et al., 2012,

Bertozzi and Broggi, 1998, Wang and Fremont, 2013], thermal cam-

eras [Pelaez et al., 2015], radar [Hu et al., 2014, Feng et al., 2012, Ma

et al., 2000], LIDAR [Prochazka, 2014], GPS and GIS [Álvarez et al.,

2014] and multi-sensor solutions [Han et al., 2012]. Although the ad-

ditional sensors improve the road detection accuracy, due to high cost,

complex installation procedures and high computational load they are

currently not close to becoming standard for vehicles. Moreover, cer-

tain sensors, such as ultrasonic, radar, laser and GPS, may additionally

suffer from interference problems.

Accordingly, the existence of a visual sensor is gradually becoming

standard for modern vehicles, with an increasing number of vehicles
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being equipped with dashboard cameras. Therefore, an online vision-

based road detection method is crucial and a method to handle prob-

lems in the detected road-region caused by shadows, illuminations and

unusual road-shapes.

In addition, for the evaluation of the proposed methods in this area,

there are two standard and publically available datasets, the CamVid

dataset [Brostow et al., 2008] and the KITTI dataset [Fritsch et al.,

2013]. There are some other publically available datasets, such as

the Alvarez dataset [Alvarez and Lopez, 2011], the SUN dataset [Xiao

et al., 2010], the CMU dataset [Cmu, 1997], the SIFT Flow dataset [Liu

et al., 2011a] and the Stanford background dataset [Gould et al., 2009].

As explained in Table 2.1, these datasets can be categorised by their

scene types, such as urban area [Brostow et al., 2008, Fritsch et al.,

2013], trunk road [Alvarez and Lopez, 2011], driving range [Xiao et al.,

2010], trunk road and off-road with different shadow and illumination

conditions [Cmu, 1997] and a variety of outdoor scenes [Liu et al.,

2011a,Gould et al., 2009].

Table 2.1: Categorisation of datasets based on scene types

Scene type Datasets

Urban area [Brostow et al., 2008,Fritsch et al., 2013]

Trunk road [Alvarez and Lopez, 2011]

Driving range [Xiao et al., 2010]

Trunk road and off-road [Cmu, 1997]

Variety of outdoor scenes [Liu et al., 2011a,Gould et al., 2009]
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Obviously, having different datasets offers more information on a

variety of road-scene types (motorway, urban road, trunk road and off-

road) under different conditions (weather and light), and provides a

variety of views and aspects than an individual dataset. Therefore,

robust methods should be evaluated using datasets with a wide-range

of possibilities.

Although tremendous efforts have been made in this area and a

range of methods have been proposed for detecting road areas, the

majority of them have been evaluated on their own datasets as opposed

to standard datasets. Therefore, except for the methods that have been

evaluated with standard datasets, it is difficult to rank the methods

in terms of their effectiveness. The CamVid dataset [Brostow et al.,

2008], which is widely used as a standard dataset by the state-of-the-

art methods, was the preferred dataset for this study.

Moreover, the implementation codes of most of these methods are

not publically available or are limited to a specific company (e.g. [Yao

et al., 2015]). Sometimes, the performance of some of the methods

decreases considerably when applied on another dataset. Therefore,

more robust research approaches should be taken, and the approaches

should be evaluated qualitatively using an existing and publically avail-

able dataset. At the same time, it is important to help other researchers

by providing program codes and approach guidelines.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Road structure types; (a) structured road type; (b) un-
structured road type

2.4 Summary

This chapter has reviewed the previous research that is relevant to this

thesis, as well as the relevant techniques that have been used to address

the problems considered in this thesis. The findings are as follows:

1. An ontology structure for risk assessment in road scenes using

videos is needed. It should achieve the following goals:

• address the problem of automatic risk assessment in unpre-

dictable road traffic environments

• include the factors that influence the risk assessment of the

scene

• include no assumption that road users obey the traffic rules

• incorporate a risk-assessment framework for validation with

real video data

2. For evaluation of video segmentation quality, the following are

needed:

• a new criterion of high-quality video segmentation: temporal-

region consistency
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• a new evaluation method based on the new criterion

3. Road type classification is a step toward road-scene understand-

ing, and the road types have their own individual impact in assess-

ing risk of collision. Therefore, considering the visual information

of the whole scene, it is important to improve the accuracy of the

road type classifications.

4. Road detection is of essential importance for both robotic and

autonomous vehicles; any improvement in this area is valuable.

Improvement can be achieved by exploiting the advantages of

different models and classifiers.

5. There is no dataset designed for evaluating video-based risk-assessment

methods; a new dataset in this area is needed.



Chapter 3

ONTOLOGY-BASED

FRAMEWORK FOR RISK

ASSESSMENT IN ROAD

SCENES USING VIDEOS

Recent advances in autonomous vehicle technology pose the important

problem of automatic risk assessment in road scenes. As explained in

Chapter 2, determining the degree of risk of collision in a given road

scene is an important aspect of the design of autonomous vehicles.

Many types of sensors have been used to provide valuable semantic

information about road scenes. Although this technology is important,

it represents only part of the equation. As explained in Figure 2.1,

from the safety point of view, the challenges associated with the role

and behaviour of objects in road scenes extend beyond their recognition.

This chapter addresses the problem of automatic risk assessment by

proposing a novel ontology tool for the assessment of risk of collision

in unpredictable road traffic environments, because the tool does not

assume that road users always obey the traffic rules. A framework for

video-based assessment of risk of collision in a road scene encompassing

37
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the ontology tool is also presented in this chapter. The framework uses

as input the video from a monocular video camera only, avoiding the

need for additional, and frequently expensive, sensors. The key entities

in the road scene (vehicles, pedestrians, environment objects, etc.) are

organised manually into an ontology that encodes their hierarchy, re-

lations and interactions. The ontology tool infers the degree of risk of

collision in a given scene using as knowledge video-based features re-

lated to the key entities. In this specific application, due to the lack of

training data and the performance level of the methods, it is preferable

to manually build the ontology.

The evaluation of the proposed framework focuses on scenarios in

which risk results from pedestrian behaviour. A dataset consisting of

real-world videos illustrating pedestrian movement is built. Features

related to the key entities in the road scene are extracted and fed to the

ontology, which evaluates the degree of risk of collision in the scene. The

experimental results indicate that the proposed framework is capable of

accurately assessing risk resulting from pedestrian behaviour in various

road scenes.

The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. a novel ontology tool for the assessment of risk of collision in

unpredictable road traffic environments

2. a framework for video-based assessment of risk of collision in a

road scene encompassing the proposed ontology

3. a dataset consisting of real-world videos illustrating pedestrian

movement

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.1, the proposed risk-

assessment method is discussed. Experimental results are given in Sec-

tion 3.2. Finally, the main conclusions of the chapter are summarised
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in Section 3.3.

3.1 Risk-assessment method

As explained in the literature review (Section 2.1), assessing the degree

of risk of collision in a road scene is more challenging when considering

the more general problem of interpreting the unconstrained behaviour

of entities in the scene. In this chapter, a novel ontology-based frame-

work for assessing the degree of risk of collision in a road scene is pro-

posed. This ontology is designed to address risk of collision related to

several factors, such as risk from objects (vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists,

etc.), environmental risk (weather conditions and visibility conditions)

and road environmental risk (road quality, road traffic signs and road

types). The proposed method will be explained in more depth below.

3.1.1 Ontologies

In philosophy, ontology is defined as an ‘account of existence’ [Gru-

ber, 1993]. In computer engineering, the definition of ontology is the

‘specification of a conceptualisation’ [Gruber, 1993]. More specifically,

ontology is a hierarchical definition of the terms and the relationships

between them, resulting in a formal representation of knowledge that

is understandable by humans and computers [Armand et al., 2014].

An ontology-based framework consists of a terminological box (TBox),

which includes concepts, role definitions and axioms, and an assertional

box (ABox), which includes instances of concepts and the roles of such

instances [Pollard et al., 2013,Armand et al., 2014].
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3.1.2 Structure of the proposed ontology

As explained in Section 2.1, risk assessment of the road scene is in-

fluenced by certain environmental factors, such as visibility conditions

(fog, haze pollution and light), weather, traffic signs, road type and

road quality. Thus, automatic risk assessment involves the process-

ing of a plethora of information arising from several factors and their

interaction. To manage these factors and their interactions, a novel

ontology-based framework for assessing the degree of risk of collision

in a road scene is proposed. The framework is shown in Figure 3.1. It

consists of three main classes that correspond to factors contributing

to risk: collision risk, environmental risk and road environmental risk.

In the next paragraph, each of these classes is discussed individually.

The risk factor classes comprise several levels of subclasses. The

structure of the ontology is organised on the basis of the relations be-

tween subclasses and main classes. In the following paragraphs, the

structure of the risk factor classes is discussed:

1. Collision risk: The role of this class is to provide detailed infor-

mation regarding the object attributes, so that the degree of risk

of collision can be assessed from the type and behaviour of each

object in the scene. This class contains object attributes: object

speed (with four subclasses representing different speed levels),

object-motion direction (with two subclasses of object direction)

and object type. Moreover, the object-type class consists of two

subclasses: Vulnerable (with three subclasses representing dif-

ferent types of vulnerable) and Vehicle. Finally, object location

(with three subclasses of different locations).
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2. Environmental risk: The role of this class is to provide a de-

tailed description of the environment. This class consists of two

subclasses: weather conditions and visibility conditions. The

weather-conditions class contains two subclasses: normal weather

condition and bad weather condition (with three subclasses rep-

resenting different types of bad weather conditions). Visibility

conditions consist of two subclasses: normal visibility and re-

duced visibility (with five subclasses representing different types

of reduced visibility conditions).

3. Road environmental risk: The role of this class is to provide rich

information about the road environment based on the interact

with the other factors in the proposed ontology, the risk level

can be assessed. This class consists of two subclasses: road qual-

Figure 3.1: Proposed ontology structure for automatic risk assessment
in road scenes.
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ity (with a subclass of bad road surface and good road surface)

and road type (with two subclasses of urban road and non-urban

road). The non-urban road consists of three subclasses: motor-

way, trunk road and off-road.

An object property is the binary relation between two classes. Here,

15 object properties are defined based on the necessity of the relations,

namely highRisk, meduimRisk, lowRisk, noRisk, hasHighSpeed, hasMe-

duimSpeed, hasLowSpeed, hasNoSpeed, hasAwayFrom, hasTowardThe,

objectOnTheRoad, objectOnTheRoadEdge, objectOnTheRoadSide, bad-

RoadSurface, and goodRoadSurface.

In this structure, to assess the risk level of the RiskAssessment,

only one of the properties among highRisk, meduimRisk, lowRisk, and

noRisk must be inferred. Again, only one of the speed properties among

hasHighSpeed, hasMeduimSpeed, hasLowSpeed and hasNoSpeed must be

inferred, and these properties specify the speed type, ObjectSpeed, of

the vulnerable. The object-motion direction property, ObjectMotionDi-

rection, of the vulnerable, according to the Road observer, is inferred

by hasAwayFrom and hasTowardThe. Finally, the intersection of the

object location, ObjectLocation with the object vulnerable is inferred

on the basis of one of the properties among objectOnTheRoad, objec-

Figure 3.2: Object attributes portion of the ontology structure.
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tOnTheRoadEdge and objectOnTheRoadSide.

3.1.3 Rule-based cases

In this section, 23 rule-based cases for the proposed structure are de-

fined. These rules are based on human knowledge and the information

from the risk factor classes. The rules are formed in the semantic web

rule language (SWRL) [Horrocks et al., 2004]. This format is a generic

language from the Web Ontology Language (OWL), and it is based on

a combination of the OWL DL and OWL Lite sublanguages [Horrocks

et al., 2004].

1. High risk: The situation involves a high level of danger. It is

inferred according to the following rules:

ReducedV isibility(?y) → isHighRisk(?y, ?a) (3.1)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ nonUrbanRoadType(?r, ?n)
→ isHighRisk(?O, ?a) (3.2)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoad(?O, ?r)
→ isHighRisk(?O, ?a) (3.3)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ badRoadSurface(?r, ?b)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
→ isHighRisk(?O, ?a) (3.4)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasTowardThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
∧ hasHighSpeed(?O, ?s) → isHighRisk(?O, ?a) (3.5)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasTowardThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
∧ hasMediumSpeed(?O, ?s) → isHighRisk(?p, ?a) (3.6)
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V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasTowardThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
∧ hasLowSpeed(?O, ?s) → isHighRisk(?O, ?a) (3.7)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ BadWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)

→ isHighRisk(?O, ?a) (3.8)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ BadWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ badRoadSurface(?r, ?b)

∧ hasTowardThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
∧ hasNoSpeed(?O, ?s) → isHighRisk(?O, ?a) (3.9)

2. Medium risk: The situation involves a medium level of danger.

It is inferred according to the following rules:

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
∧ hasHighSpeed(?O, ?s) → isMediumRisk(?O, ?a) (3.10)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)
∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r) ∧ hasNoSpeed(?O, ?s)

→ isMediumRisk(?O, ?a) (3.11)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
∧ hasMediumSpeed(?O, ?s) → isMediumRisk(?O, ?a)

(3.12)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
∧ hasLowSpeed(?O, ?s) → isMediumRisk(?O, ?a) (3.13)
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V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ BadWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r)
∧ hasHighSpeed(?O, ?s) → isMediumRisk(?O, ?a) (3.14)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ BadWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r)
∧ hasMediumSpeed(?O, ?s) → isMediumRisk(?O, ?a)

(3.15)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ BadWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r)
∧ hasLowSpeed(?O, ?s) → isMediumRisk(?O, ?a) (3.16)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r)
→ isMediumRisk(?O, ?a) (3.17)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)
∧ objectOnTheRoadEdge(?O, ?r) ∧ hasNoSpeed(?O, ?s)

→ isMediumRisk(?O, ?a) (3.18)

3. Low risk: The situation involves a low level of danger. It is

inferred according to the following rules:

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ BadWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)
∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r) ∧ hasNoSpeed(?O, ?s)

→ isLowRisk(?O, ?a) (3.19)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r)
∧ hasHighSpeed(?O, ?s) → isLowRisk(?O, ?a) (3.20)
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V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r)
∧ hasMediumSpeed(?O, ?s) → isLowRisk(?O, ?a) (3.21)

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)

∧ hasAwayFromThe(?O, ?r) ∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r)
∧ hasLowSpeed(?O, ?s) → isLowRisk(?O, ?a) (3.22)

4. No risk: The situation involves no danger. It is inferred according

to the following rule:

V ulnerable(?O) ∧ Road(?r) ∧ NormalWeather(?c)
∧ urbanRoadType(?r, ?u) ∧ goodRoadSurface(?r, ?g)
∧ objectOnTheRoadSide(?O, ?r) ∧ hasNoSpeed(?O, ?s)

→ isNoRisk(?O, ?a) (3.23)

where O, r, re, rs and a represent the Vulnerable, road, road edge,

roadside and assessment, respectively.

This study was conducted using the Protégé resource [pro, 2015].

The Pellet reasoner [Dentler et al., 2011] was used to check the con-

sistency of the ontology, and the SPARQL query was used for query-

ing in the testing stage. In addition, these rules were encoded in the

MATLAB function, and the results of both the SPARQL query and

MATLAB query are presented in Appendix A and B, respectively.

3.2 Experimental evaluation

In this section, the pedestrian-safety portion of the ontology is evalu-

ated; an evaluation of the complete ontology will be carried out in future

work. To assess the proposed framework, the output of its reasoning

facility when, applied to real-life road scenes, is investigated and then

compared against ground truth. Furthermore, this output is discussed
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with respect to the ontology’s entities that contribute to the reason-

ing output. Towards this effort, a dataset comprising six videos was

created. This dataset consists of 517 frames of videos featuring pedes-

trian behaviour in road scenes with various degrees of risk. All videos,

which were taken from YouTube, had the following features: good road

surface, normal visibility, urban road type and normal weather condi-

tion. The initial resolution of the videos varied, and the frame rate was

between 25 and 30 fps. The resolution of all video frames was resized

to 640 x 480. All videos were captured from right-hand drive vehicles

and correspond to the driver’s perspective, with legal and safety speed

limits for each road type. Ground truth for the dataset, i.e. the clas-

sification of each frame according to the risk concealed in the scene,

according to the classes no risk, low risk, medium risk and high risk,

was provided by two independent observers. Experiments were run on

a PC with Intel i7-2600@3.40GHz CPU and 16GB of RAM running

Windows 7 64-bit.

In each frame, three attributes are estimated for each pedestrian:

speed, location and direction. First, the pedestrians have to be de-

tected. Thus, there are many methods for detecting pedestrians in a

scene [Taiana et al., 2013]. Although these methods offer good accuracy,

in practice they do not guarantee a perfect detection rate. Because the

purpose here is to evaluate the proposed ontology, the manual detection

of pedestrians is examined in this chapter. For this task, the marking

software was developed using MATLAB. The inclusion of a fully auto-

matic pedestrian detection and tracking facility in this framework will

be discussed in Chapter 7. Once the pedestrians are detected, their lo-

cation in the scene, speed and direction are estimated. Figure 3.3 shows
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how these features are extracted from frames captured by a monocular

camera. The distance between the centres of a pedestrian bounding

box in frames t and t-1 is estimated. This distance represents the

pedestrian’s displacement between two consecutive frames and is taken

as the speed of the pedestrian in terms of pixel per frame. Pedestrian

speeds are classified into four classes as shown in Eq. 3.24:

Figure 3.3: Pedestrian speed and direction calculation.

Sclass =



HS Speed > Hthr

MS Lthr > Speed ≥ Hthr

LS 0 > Speed ≥ Lthr

NS Speed = 0

(3.24)

where Sclass is the classified speed of a pedestrian that has Speed and

HS, MS, LS and NS are the speed types high speed, medium speed, low

speed and no speed, respectively. In this study, the thresholds defining
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low Lthr and high Hthr speed are empirically set at 3 and 6 pixels per

frame, respectively.

In this work, speed calculation is solely based on the pedestrian’s

displacement between two consecutive frames; the speed type is then

classified using the defined thresholds. These thresholds (Lthr and Hthr)

are affected by some factors, such as the distance between the pedes-

trian and the camera and the relative motions between them. For

example, the closer the pedestrian is to the camera, the larger is the

distance between two consecutive frames; this leads to the production

of a higher speed, which in turn increases the risk of collision. How-

ever this speed calculation is not strong enough to produce the speed

accurately, especially in complex environments. There was no further

investigation due to the time limitations of this research.

The measurements for these three attributes, which correspond to

key scene entities, are fed to the ontology’s reasoning tool, which eval-

uates the degree of risk of collision in the scene.

Experimental results in terms of percent classification accuracy for

the six videos of the proposed dataset are given in Figure 3.5, which

shows that the proposed ontology tool can assess the risk of collision

in the road scenes of the dataset with high accuracy. Results are re-

ported for two hypotheses regarding estimation of the pedestrian’s po-

sition with respect to the road. Figure 3.4 explains both hypotheses.

The first hypothesis takes into account the centre of the pedestrian’s

bounding box, and the second takes into account the vertical edge of

the pedestrian’s bounding box, which results in higher risk (vertical-

edges hypothesis). For example, if the first vertical edge is located on

the road and the second on the pavement, the first edge is used. The
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vertical-edges hypothesis offers higher classification accuracy (98.3%)

than the centre-of-bounding-box hypothesis (94.6%) for the dataset.

Representative examples of risk assessment from the dataset are

presented in Figure 3.6. Two of those examples are described in detail

here. In Figure 3.6a, the object of interest is the pedestrian and the

object’s location is the road. The pedestrian’s speed is estimated at

2.6 pixels per frame. According to Eq. 3.24, this speed is classified as

low. The object’s direction is 90 degrees with respect to the car driver’s

perspective. The ontology tool infers that the situation poses a high

level of risk. The key feature that influences the decision is pedestrian

location. In the example illustrated in Figure 3.6b, the pedestrian’s

speed is 5.9 pixels per frame, which, according to the Eq. 3.24, is

classified as medium speed. The object’s direction is 90 degrees with

respect to the car driver’s perspective. The ontology tool infers that

this scene does not pose risk.

Figure 3.4: An explanation of the two hypotheses for estimating pedes-
trian position, the vertical-edges hypothesis and the centre-of-bounding-
box hypothesis.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour
in road scenes

Sequences Num. frames

Case 1 footage 1 83

Case 1 footage 2 75

Case 1 footage 3 59

Case 1 footage 4 105

Case 1 footage 5 64

Case 1 footage 6 131

All frames 517

Figure 3.5: Experimental risk-assessment accuracy for the pedestrian
portion of the structure of the proposed ontology.

In Figure 3.7, the output of the ontology’s inference tool over time

is plotted. The output is obtained from a video from the proposed

dataset together with the extracted features. There are four key events

in this video, each of which is explained individually.

• At K0, the pedestrian (P) is waiting on the roadside (rs) with

no speed and no direction. Therefore, according to the rules pro-
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Figure 3.6: Risk-assessment examples.

posed in Section 3.1.3, the ontology tool inferred that the situa-

tion does not conceal risk.

• AtK1, the pedestrian (P) on the roadside (rs) has started walking

with low speed towards the road (r). Therefore, according to the

rules proposed in Section 3.1.3, the ontology tool inferred that

the situation poses a medium level of risk.

• At K2, the pedestrian (P) on the roadside (rs) is walking with

high speed towards the road (r). Therefore, according to the

rules proposed in Section 3.1.3, the ontology tool inferred that

the situation poses a medium level of risk.
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• At K3 and K4, the pedestrian (P) on the road (r) is walking with

high speed. Therefore, according to the rules proposed in Section

3.1.3, the ontology tool inferred that the situation poses a high

level of risk.

It can be seen that for the key events K3 and K4, the ontology’s

reasoning tool inferred the same level of risk, even though the pedes-

trian’s speed is different in each event. This is due to an important

property that appears in both events, that is, on the road. According

to the defined rules, when a pedestrian appears on the road, the situa-

tion poses a high level of risk, regardless of the pedestrian’s speed. For

the key events K1 and K2, the ontology tool inferred the same level

of risk as well: in this case, the key feature between the two events

is the direction of the pedestrian towards the road, regardless of the

pedestrian’s speed. By contrast, the role of speed is more important

when comparing events K0 and K1, because in those events it is the

only factor that influences the output of the ontology tool.
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Figure 3.7: Event-based graphical illustration of the ontology results.

3.3 Summary

This chapter proposes a novel ontology that tackles the problem of

automatic risk assessment in unpredictable road traffic environments.

A framework for video-based assessment of the degree of risk of collision

in a road scene encompassing the ontology is also presented in this

chapter. Unlike previous work in SA, in which several types of sensors

were used simultaneously, the proposed framework uses as input video

captured by a single monocular video camera. This yields the advantage

that the required information is acquired in an efficient and inexpensive

manner. Furthermore, the ontology does not assume that road users

obey the traffic rules; thus, the proposed ontology tool is designed to

tackle the general, unconstrained problem of interpreting unpredictable

road traffic.

The evaluation of the proposed framework focuses on scenarios in

which risk results from pedestrian behaviour. The framework’s perfor-
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mance is assessed on a dataset comprising real-world videos illustrating

pedestrian movement. The experimental results showed that the pro-

posed framework can accurately assess risk resulting from pedestrian

behaviour in road scenes.

In this chapter, pedestrians, speed and location are detected manu-

ally. The following chapters investigate the selection of the appropriate

approaches from computer vision methods for fully automatic pedes-

trian, speed and location detection and tracking. Thus, the framework

tends to be a fully automatic risk assessment.



Chapter 4

A NEW METHOD FOR

EVALUATION OF VIDEO

SEGMENTATION QUALITY

The framework proposed in this thesis uses as input video captured

by a single monocular video camera. Because this input consists of

high-dimensional data, it is necessary to reduce the data’s dimension.

As explained in Section 2.2, segmentation is a process that can effec-

tively read and interpret the semantic data of this high-dimensional

content [Ngan and Li, 2011]. It does so by subdividing images into

meaningful segments [Dey et al., 2010, Morris et al., 1986]. Therefore,

segmentation is an important dimension-reduction process for high-

dimensional video data, such that it becomes a crucial stage in im-

age/video analysis and understanding. Many approaches have been

proposed to provide a high quality segmentation; hence, their evalua-

tion also plays an important role in the assessment of the quality of

segmentation results. Although, as outlined in Chapter 2, a consid-

erable amount of research has investigated video segmentation, little

research has focused specifically on the evaluation of video segmenta-

tion quality.

56
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As stated in Section 2.2.2, several criteria for the evaluation of im-

age segmentation have been proposed. Due to the differences between

image segmentation and video segmentation, it is necessary to propose

new criteria by considering additional characteristics of high quality

video segmentation.

Here, this study’s findings make several contributions to the current

state of the art. First, new criteria for high quality video segmentation

are proposed, that consider the additional characteristics of the stability

of the boundaries and consistent region identity between consequent

frames. Second, on the basis of the new criteria, an online method for

the evaluation of video segmentation quality is proposed; the method

can be used both for supervised and unsupervised evaluation. Third,

a synthetic video set is designed to evaluate the evaluation methods of

video segmentation with this video set.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.1, the proposed

criteria and metrics are discussed. In Section 4.2, a detailed overview

of the proposed method is given. Section 4.3 provides the evaluation

and results. The main conclusions of the chapter are summarised in

Section 4.4.

4.1 Proposed criteria and metrics

An initial step for any evaluation process is determining the criteria

of evaluation. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, researchers have proposed

several criteria for the evaluation of image segmentation. Due to the

differences between image segmentation and video segmentation, there

are no established criteria for evaluating the quality of video segmen-

tation. It is, therefore, crucial to propose new criteria by considering
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additional characteristics related to high quality video segmentation.

For evaluating video segmentation quality, in addition to taking

account of the proposed criteria for the evaluation of image segmen-

tation, the stability of the boundaries and consistent region identity

between consequent frames should be evaluated [Grundmann et al.,

2010]. Given this concern, and in light of the criteria proposed by

Haralick and Shapiro, the following set of criteria is proposed:

1. The regions must be uniform, homogeneous, simple and without

holes.

2. Adjacent semantic regions should have significant differences with

respect to the characteristic on which they are uniform.

3. Corresponding regions between consequent frames should be con-

sistent.

4. Boundaries of the segmented frame should be smooth, stable

and accurate when compared with the boundaries of the origi-

nal frame.

All of these criteria are applicable to evaluating the quality of video

segmentation in a supervised way, whereas the method proposed in

this chapter offers evaluation in both a supervised and unsupervised

way. The unsupervised-evaluation component of this study is based

on low-level image features, in accordance with previous unsupervised

methods [Zhang et al., 2008]. For this reason, the second criterion

will not be used when evaluating the quality of video segmentation,

because it is difficult to find meaningful adjacent segments without se-

mantic information. In the next section, the metrics for measuring the
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Table 4.1: Summarise the applied criteria, measures and metrics

Criteria Measures Metrics

No 1 Intraregion uni-
formity and ho-
mogeneity

FRC [Rosenberger and Chehdi, 2000]
and Tex var [Correia and Pereira,
2003]

No 3 Temporal-region
consistency

Pearson’s correlation and GCI [Martin
et al., 2001]

No 4 Boundary stabil-
ity and accuracy

F-measure [Martin et al., 2001]

quality of video segmentation according to the remaining three criteria

are considered (Table 4.1): those for measuring intraregion uniformity

and homogeneity (criterion 1), those for measuring region consistency

between consequent frames (criterion 3) and those for measuring bound-

ary accuracy (criterion 4).

4.1.1 Intraregion uniformity and homogeneity

The uniformity of regions can be divided into two categories, colour

uniformity and texture uniformity. The former means that the pixel

colours of a region should have similar values; the latter means that

each region should have consistent texture. In [Zhang et al., 2008], the

intraregion uniformity metrics are classified into four classes, based on

colour error, squared colour error, texture and entropy. Two simple

and easy-to-understand metrics are selected: FRC [Rosenberger and

Chehdi, 2000], which measures the intraregion colour disparity and is

based on squared colour error, and texture variance Tex var [Correia

and Pereira, 2003], which measures texture uniformity and is based on

the variance of the Y, U and V layers.
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4.1.2 Temporal-region consistency

A number of methods can be used to evaluate consistency between

two regions. In addition, a number of metrics have been designed

specifically to measure the similarity between two ground-truth im-

ages, such as variation of information (VI) [Meilă, 2003, Unnikrishnan

et al., 2005], global consistency error (GCE) [Martin et al., 2001] and

probabilistic Rand index (PRI) [Unnikrishnan et al., 2005]. GCE and

VI are designed to compare two segmentations, whereas PRI is de-

signed to compare more than two segmentations. VI is an information

based metric, which considers mutual information between two seg-

mentations, whereas GCE is a region-based metric, which is designed

to quantify the consistency between image segmentations of different

granularities [Unnikrishnan et al., 2007].

In video segmentation, corresponding regions from consecutive frames

should have consistent colour and granularity. Here, a combination of

GCE and positive correlation is proposed for the evaluation of the con-

sistency between two consecutive frames. Although GCE has been used

for image-segmentation evaluation, it has not been combined with pos-

itive correlation. This combination has the advantage of taking into

account both the consistency of region granularity and the colour con-

sistency of regions between consecutive frames.

4.1.3 Boundary stability and accuracy

Boundaries can be defined as edges that separate two regions. The

main purpose of boundary detection is to characterise semantic objects

in the scene by drawing a borderline between adjacent semantic re-

gions, without considering their interior features [Hoogs and Collins,
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2006]. To measure the accuracy between the boundaries of segmented

and original frames, the F-measure metric [Martin et al., 2001] is used,

which is the most popular boundary-based metric for the evaluation of

image segmentation [Galasso et al., 2013]. A method for detecting the

boundaries of original frames is developed in the case of unsupervised

evaluation, and ground-truth boundaries are used in the case of super-

vised evaluation. The proposed method will be explained in the next

section.

4.2 Proposed evaluation method

In this chapter, an evaluation method based on the new criteria is pro-

posed. The method can be used for both supervised and unsupervised

evaluation. The former uses ground-truth boundaries; the latter uses

the boundaries detected in the original frame, for which a combination

of low-pass filtering to remove noise and multiscale edge detection is

used.

The proposed evaluation method uses the detected boundaries twice.

First, they are used to handle and specify the regions of the segmented

frame. Then, as outlined in Section 4.2.1, their intraregion uniformity

is measured. Second, their accuracy is evaluated by comparing bound-

aries of the segmented frame with the ground truth boundaries of the

same frame.

4.2.1 Intraregion uniformity

Selecting the semantic regions that compose an image requires either

human assistance or a ground-truth template, neither of which are avail-

able for unsupervised segmentation. It is possible to overcome this
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problem by detecting and using the boundaries of the original video

frames. Thus, the process of evaluating intraregion uniformity consists

of the following three steps:

1. Detecting boundaries. For supervised evaluation, the method uses

the ground-truth boundaries. By contrast, to detect boundaries

in the case of unsupervised evaluation, a method relying on a

combination of low-pass filtering to remove noise and multiscale

edge detection is used. An example of this form of boundary

detection is shown in Figure 4.1.

2. Selecting regions from the segmented frame. The detected bound-

aries produced from the previous step are used to select the re-

gions of the segmented frame. Then, quad-tree image decompo-

sition is used to separate the segmented frame into a number of

rectangular areas that do no contain any boundaries from the

original video frame. The uniformity of each of the rectangular

areas is evaluated in the next step.

3. Evaluating intraregion uniformity. The selected regions produced

from the previous step are evaluated using two metrics selected

in Section 4.1.1, namely FRC and Tex var.

The metrics FRC and Tex var will be explained individually. Let

N be the total number of regions of segmented image I, with height Ix

and width Iy, j be the index of regions j ∈ (1, 2, 3,..., N), Rj represent

set of pixels in the region j where Rj ⊂
(
∪Nj=1(Rj)

)
, Sj be the area of

region j, Cx(P ) be the colour intensity value for pixel P (x ∈ red, green,

or blue component) and the area of the full image be SI = Ix × Iy.
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The mean value of component x in region j can be defined as follows:

Ĉx(Rj) =
1

SI

∑
P∈Rj

Cx(P ), (4.1)

FRC is based on the squared colour error and measures the intraregion

colour disparity. Squared colour error can be defined as follows:

e2
x(Rj) =

∑
P∈Rj

(Cx(P )− Ĉx(Rj))
2, (4.2)

The first metric, FRC can be defined as follows:

D(I) =
1

N

N∑
j=1

Sj
SI
× e2

x(Rj), (4.3)

where D(I) is the FRC colour disparity of image/frame I, and e2
x(Rj)

is the squared colour error of region Rj.

The second metric, texture variance Tex var [Correia and Pereira,

2003] is defined as follows:

Tex var(I) =
1

N

N∑
j=1

1

5

(
3× σ2

y(Rj) + σ2
u(Rj) + σ2

v(Rj)

)
, (4.4)

where Tex var(Rj) is the texture variance of the region(Rj) and σy, σu

and σv are the variances of the Y , U and V components in region Rj,

respectively.

Both D(I) and Tex var(I) metrics are normalised to intraregion

uniformity IU , and texture uniformity TU , respectively, by the following
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function:

η =

(
1

1 + ν0.5

128

− 0.5

)
× 2, (4.5)

where η and ν represent the normalised value (between 0 and 1) and

the initial value (between 0 and 1282) of the metrics, respectively.

A real scene can consist of both colour and texture regions, and it

is difficult to determine which region category is predominant in the

scene. For this reason, both colour uniformity and texture uniformity

to measure the region uniformity are used, and their averages are cal-

culated to take them both into account.

Figure 4.1: Example of unsupervised boundary detection for frame
number 1, from left to right: Soccer sequence and Ice sequence.
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4.2.2 Region consistency

The content of consecutive frames in video sequences is usually not com-

pletely identical, but there is consistency and similarity between them,

the degree of which is dependent on the complexity of the sequence. As

discussed previously, according to the criteria listed in Section 4.1, iden-

tical regions between consequent frames should be consistent in terms

of both colour and granularity. The main purpose of this section is to

ensure this consistency according to both metrics. To do so, the mini-

mum value between the global consistency index GCI used to evaluate

granularity consistency and the positive correlation used to evaluate

colour consistency is employed. GCI can be explained as follows.

Let \ denote set difference and |x| the cardinality of set x. Let

S1 and S2 be two segmentations. For a given pixel pi, consider the

segments that contain pi in S1 and S2. Let these sets of pixels be

denoted by R(S1, pi) and R(S2, pi), respectively. The local refinement

error is defined as follows:

E(S1, S2, pi) =
|R(S1, pi) \R(S2, pi)|

|R(S1, pi)|
, (4.6)

GCE(S1, S2) =
1

n
min

(∑
i

E(S1, S2, pi),
∑
i

E(S2, S1, pi)

)
, (4.7)

GCE(S1, S2) is the global consistency error between frames S1 and S2,

and n is the number of pixels.

GCI(S1, S2) = 1− (GCE(S1, S2)), (4.8)
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In this study, the GCI is applied to each frame, which means that

S1 and S2 represent two consecutive frames.

The positive correlation between consecutive frames can be calcu-

lated as follows:

Corr(S1, S2) =

 r(S1, S2) r(S1, S2) ≥ 0,

0 r(S1, S2) < 0,
c (4.9)

where r(S1, S2) is the Pearson’s correlation between frames S1 and S2

and can be defined as follows:

r(S1, S2) =
n
∑

(S1S2)− (
∑
S1)(

∑
S2)√

(n
∑
S2

1 − (
∑
S1)2)(n

∑
S2

2 − (
∑
S2)2)

, (4.10)

4.2.3 Boundary assessment

F-measure [Martin et al., 2001] is the most popular metric in this area,

as discussed in Section 4.1. Let F denote the F-measure.

F =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

, (4.11)

where P is the precision of the boundaries and R is the recall of the

boundaries.

4.2.4 Combining metrics

The selected metrics explained in the previous sections are combined

as a version of the F formula. F is the harmonic mean of precision and

recall, with precision penalising oversegmentation and recall penalis-

ing undersegmentation, both of which are important for evaluating the
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quality of video segmentation. In this study, the precision P is up-

dated to P′ to include the metrics evaluating region uniformity and

consistency, which also play an important role in penalising over- and

undersegmentation.

F ′ =
2 ∗ P ′ ∗R
P ′ +R

, (4.12)

P ′ =
P + α

2
, (4.13)

where P ′ is the updated precision and the average between precision P

and α. α can be defined as follows:

α =
2 ∗ U ∗ C
U + C

, (4.14)

where α is the harmonic mean between intraregion uniformity U and

consistency C. Both U and C can be defined as follows:

U =
IU + TU

2
, (4.15)

C = min(GCI,Corr), (4.16)

where IU is the minimum value of normalised intraregion uniformity

among R, G and B layers, obtained using Eqs. 4.3 and 4.5, TU is the

normalised texture uniformity obtained using Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5, GCI is

the minimum value of the global consistency index among R, G and B

layers (Eq. 4.8) and Corr is the minimum value of positive correlation

among R, G and B (Eq. 4.9).
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4.3 Evaluation and results

The proposed method is evaluated on both synthetic and real video

data. The synthetic videos are created with representations of different

types of segmentation defects. The real videos are selected from a

publically available dataset [Chen and Corso, 2010]. The details of

each dataset will be explained in a later section. The proposed method

evaluates video segmentation quality better than the state-of-the-art

method, on different types of content. The results of each dataset are

shown below.

4.3.1 Synthetic data

Two synthetic videos with a length of 100 frames each are created.

The first video depicts four differently coloured circles moving from

different corners towards each other, meeting in the middle and then

moving to the opposite corners (Figure 4.3). The second video repre-

sents different defects in the segmentation of the first video, such as

over- and undersegmentation, undetected objects, inconsistent object

identity (swapping of identity between objects), etc. Moreover, the

‘correctly segmented’ frames between the ‘defective segmentations’ are

inserted to represent inconsistent temporal segmentations (Figure 4.2).

4.3.2 Real video data

The real video dataset is from [Chen and Corso, 2010] and is a subset

of the Xiph.org videos. The selected dataset used in this study can

be divided into three groups: ground truth, oversegmented and under-

segmented. Six different videos labelled with 24-class semantic pixel
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(a) V1, frame 14 (b) V1, frame 57 (c) V1, frame 63

(d) V2, frame 14 (e) V2, frame 57 (f) V2, frame 63

(g) V1, frame 77 (h) V1, frame 86 (i) V1, frame 93

(j) V2, frame 77 (k) V2, frame 86 (l) V2, frame 93

Figure 4.2: Some examples of various defects in second video V2: the
first frame group presented in (a), (b), (c), (g), (h) and (i) represent
the correctly segmented frames in the first video V1, but the second
group presented in (d), (e), (f), (j), (k) and (l) represent the defective
segmentation in the second video V2.

labelling are used as ground truth [Chen and Corso, 2010]. For each

video, three degrees of undersegmentation are created from ground-

truth frames, and three degrees of oversegmentation are created using
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Figure 4.3: Sample of the synthetic video; first row is the segmented
frames in first video V1 and the second is the defective segmentation in
second video V2, both sequences are in the same order.

the hierarchical graph-based method [Grundmann et al., 2010]. The

length of the videos varies from 69 to 86 frames. An example of this

real video dataset is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Visual comparison of the six aspects of segmentation quality
and ground truth.

4.3.3 Results on synthetic video

This example explains the ability of F and F′ to evaluate different types

of segmentation defects. Both F and F′ are applied to the synthetic

video dataset described in the previous section. The results of F are

accurate in most of the cases, but it is not as strict as F′ in penalising
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inconsistent object identity and undersegmention. Figure 4.5 shows the

differences between F and F′ and between P and P′. Frames 53 to 57

are undersegmented, and frames 94 to 97 contain inconsistent object

identity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Result of: (a) F and F′; (b) P and P′.
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(a) R Supervised (b) R Unsupervised

Figure 4.6: Segmentation evaluation results using recall R for the super-
vised and unsupervised cases, for six video sequences (Bus, Container,
Garden, Ice, Soccer and Stefan). Each video has seven degrees of seg-
mentation, ground truth, three degrees of undersegmentation and three
degrees of oversegmentation.

4.3.4 Results on real video

In addition to the synthetic video evaluation, the proposed method is

evaluated on the six real videos, as outlined in Section 4.3.2. For each

real video from the dataset, seven segmentations of different quality,

containing ground truth, three degrees of oversegmentation, and three

degrees of undersegmentation are created (Figure 4.4). Figures 4.9

and 4.10 present the comparative information on F and F′ over these

segmentations. Although F and F′ are approximately the same for the

undersegmented and ground-truth segmentations, their behaviour for

the oversegmented areas is different. F′ is more consistent with the

perceptual quality of the segmentations Over 3, Over 2 and Over 1

than F, where a significant difference can be observed in the quality of

Over 2 and Over 1 (Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.4). These differ-

ences are more clear when comparing P with P′ for both supervised and

unsupervised cases (Figure 4.8). This is due to the effect of the metrics
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(a) U Supervised (b) U Unsupervised

(c) C Supervised (d) C Unsupervised

Figure 4.7: Segmentation-evaluation results using intraregion unifor-
mity U and temporal-region consistency C for the supervised and un-
supervised cases, for six video sequences (Bus, Container, Garden, Ice,
Soccer and Stefan). Each video has seven degrees of segmentation,
ground truth, three degrees of undersegmentation and three degrees of
oversegmentation.

of intraregion uniformity and temporal-region consistency (Figure 4.7).

In addition, the unsupervised boundary recall shows promising results

compared with the supervised boundary recall. Specifically, a notable

difference can be perceived in evaluating Over 2 and Over 1; the unsu-

pervised boundary recall shows that the perceptual quality of Over 1

is better than Over 2, which is true, while it receives a lower score than
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(a) P Supervised (b) P Unsupervised

(c) P′ Supervised (d) P′ Unsupervised

Figure 4.8: Segmentation evaluation results using P and P′ for the
supervised and unsupervised cases, for six video sequences (Bus, Con-
tainer, Garden, Ice, Soccer and Stefan). Each video has seven degrees
of segmentation, ground truth, three degrees of undersegmentation and
three degrees of oversegmentation.

Over 2 by the supervised boundary recall.
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(a) F Supervised (b) F Unsupervised

(c) F′ Supervised (d) F′ Unsupervised

Figure 4.9: Segmentation evaluation results using F and F′ for the
supervised and unsupervised cases, for six video sequences (Bus, Con-
tainer, Garden, Ice, Soccer and Stefan). Each video has seven degrees
of segmentation, ground truth, three degrees of undersegmentation and
three degrees of oversegmentation.
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Figure 4.10: Results of real video evaluation using F and F′ evaluation
metrics, for the supervised and unsupervised case. The average score
of all videos for each segmentation quality are reported.
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4.4 Summary

Evaluation of video segmentation quality is an important process to as-

sess the quality of segmentation results. As the initial step of the eval-

uation process, this chapter proposes new criteria of high quality video

segmentation. The proposed criteria consider additional characteristics

of high quality video segmentation: the stability of the boundaries and

consistent region identity between consequent frames.

Then, on the basis of these new criteria, the chapter proposes an

online method for the evaluation of video segmentation quality that

takes into account the characteristics of both boundaries and regions.

In addition, a test video set is designed specifically for the purpose

of evaluating the performance of the proposed method. The proposed

method is evaluated and compared against a supervised state-of-the-art

evaluation method in both supervised and unsupervised modes.

The results show that the proposed method can evaluate the quality

of video sequences better than F, on different types of content. It can

do so because it takes into account region uniformity and consistency

between consecutive frames, which is included in the new set of criteria.



Chapter 5

EVOLVING GMMS FOR

ROAD-TYPE

CLASSIFICATION

As explained in the literature, online road-type classification is crucial

in the area of SA and risk assessment, because each road type requires

a specific driving behaviour and this is a valuable clue for autonomous

vehicles′ assessment of upcoming risks. Therefore, road types are in-

cluded as risk factors in the general structure of the ontology proposed

in Chapter 3 . A number of studies have investigated road-environment

classification [Mioulet et al., 2013, Tang and Breckon, 2011], In this

chapter, a new method for classifying road types on the basis of the

data obtained using a monocular camera is proposed. As in [Tang

and Breckon, 2011], four classes of problems are considered: motorway,

off-road, trunk road, and urban road.

The main contribution of Chapter 5 is a new online vision-based

road-type classification method. The proposed method uses video cap-

tured by a single video camera, and unlike existing methods, it takes

into account the visual information of the whole scene by segmenting

the video frames into temporally consistent frame segments. To this

78
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end, a video segmentation algorithm based on evolving Gaussian mix-

ture models (GMMs) is used.

Experimental results on real-world data indicate that the proposed

method outperforms the state-of-the-art method in this area in both

classification accuracy per road type and overall classification accuracy.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.1, an overview of

evolving GMMs is presented. In Section 5.2, the models of different

road types are discussed. In Section 5.3, a detailed description of the

classification approach is given. Section 5.4 presents the experimen-

tal results. The main conclusions of the chapter are summarised in

Section 5.5.

5.1 Online video segmentation

The road-type models are built using the evolving GMM algorithm from

[Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014]. In this section, a high-level overview

of this algorithm is given and its use is justified. As mentioned in

Chapter 2, state-of-the-art methods use three subregions as regions

of interest for the driving environment, namely, road, road edge and

roadside. The features of these three subregions are used as the key

information during classification. However, there is no guarantee that

the subregions will capture all the key information. In certain cases,

in fact, the subregions are unlikely to contain the key information,

such as when the car turns left or right, or if it is driven on a rough

road. To tackle this issue, the method proposed in this chapter uses the

information from all regions within a video frame. At the same time,

because the road-classification method is considered to work in real

time, it should handle this information efficiently. For these reasons,
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the evolving GMM algorithm from [Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014] is

used.

Several videos are used to build the model for each road type. Each

of these videos is processed as follows. For every frame in the video,

visual features from each of its pixels are extracted. Then, a GMM

using the features of the frame is built. After the GMM is built, all

the features extracted from the pixels are discarded. Thus, each frame

is represented by a GMM rather than its pixel features, which saves

a significant amount of computer storage space and memory (in this

case study, it is estimated that the GMM representation of a video

frame takes up only 0.03% of the memory that its pixel features would

require).

The representation of a video sequence could be simply the concate-

nation of the components of the GMMs that were built on all frames of

the sequence. However, this would lead to a complex model that would

include a large number of overlapping components. The evolving GMM

algorithm from [Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014] overcomes this problem

for the following reasons. After concatenating the GMM components

built on all the video frames, this algorithm merges the components

using a modified version of the expectation-maximisation algorithm.

This process results in a compact, merged model with no overlapping

components. The size of this merged model is similar to that of a sim-

ple GMM generated on a single frame. For more details on the merging

process, see [Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014].

The final model for a road type results from the concatenation of all

merged models that were built on video sequences illustrating that road

type. To segment a video frame, each pixel in the frame is attributed
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Figure 5.1: Process of building road-type models.

to a segment according to its probability as estimated with the PDF of

the final model. The chosen method is suitable for online applications;

moreover, it provides consistent segmentation by preserving long-term

information throughout the frames.

5.2 Building the road-type model

In this section, the process of building a model for each road type is

described. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.1. For each road type,

i, a set Si of m image sequences illustrating road type i is selected. The

set Si is given by:

Si = {I(1)
i , I

(2)
i , ..., I

(m)
i }, (5.1)

where I
(n)
i , n ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} is an image sequence of road type i.

Then, visual features from every frame of each image sequence in
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set Si are extracted. Following [Goldberger and Greenspan, 2006b,

Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014] this is achieved by representing each

pixel in each frame with a five-dimensional vector that includes the

pixel′s colour descriptor in the Lab colour space and the pixel′s spatial

coordinates. If F
(n)
i denotes the feature representation of an image

sequence I
(n)
i , the set of feature representations Si

′ can be obtained as

follows:

Si
′ = {F (1)

i , F
(2)
i , ..., F

(m)
i }, (5.2)

The evolving GMM algorithm from [Kaloskampis and Hicks, 2014]

is then applied to all the feature representations of Si
′; thus, for each

frame in the set sequences Si, each homogeneous region becomes a

GMM, by grouping pixels on the basis of feature similarities of their

selected five-dimensional feature space Si
′. Next, all GMMs are labelled

manually according to road-type model Mi categories. Finally, all re-

sulting GMMs illustrating the same road type are concatenated into a

unified model. The model Mi, for road type i, is given by:

Mi = {Lik}k∈{1,2,..,Ni}, (5.3)

where Lik is the kth Gaussian in Mi, and Ni is the total number of

Gaussians in Mi. In this study, following the suggestion of [Tang and

Breckon, 2011], four road types are considered: off-road, motorway,

urban road and trunk road.
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Figure 5.2: Pipeline of the classification process.

5.3 Classification

The pipeline of the classification process is illustrated in Figure 5.2. An

input frame f is assigned to a road-type Mi by estimating its proximity

to each road type model. First, Gaussian mixture modelsMf for a given

frame are built using the evolving GMM algorithm, which is a GMM

estimated on frame f and given by the following equation:

Mf = {Ufj}j∈{1,2,..,Nf}, (5.4)
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where Ufj is the jth Gaussian and Nf is the total number of Gaussians

in model Mf .

The next step is to estimate the divergence distance between each

Gaussian Uf from the segmented frame f and the models, using the

Bhattacharyya coefficient [Bhattacharyya, 1943, Kailath, 1967], which

is used in many research areas [Mohammad et al., 2015,Lee and Choi,

2000,Choi and Lee, 2003,Goudail et al., 2004,You et al., 2009,Mak and

Barnard, 1996,Reyes-Aldasoro and Bhalerao, 2006]. Bhattacharyya co-

efficient measures the amount of overlap between two statistical popu-

lations. The value of the Bhattacharyya coefficient is always between

zero and one; zero indicates no divergence between populations, and

one indicates complete isolation between populations. This divergence

distance is defined as

B (Ufj, Lik) =
1

8
(µfj − µik)T Σ−1 (µfj − µik)

+
1

2
log

(
det Σ√

det Σfj det Σik

)
, (5.5)

where B (Ufj, Lik) is the Bhattacharyya distance between the jth Gaus-

sian of the GMM of f and the kth Gaussian of the model Mi. (µfj,Σfj)

and (µik,Σik) are the means and covariances of the jth Gaussian in

f and the kth Gaussian in the model Mi, respectively. For Σ, it is

Σ =
Σfj+Σik

2
.

The minimum distance between the Ufj and the Gaussians in the

model Mi is then calculated. This distance, denoted by βfij, is esti-

mated as

βfij = min {B (Ufj, Lik)} , (5.6)
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The Gaussians are classified on the basis of the divergence distance.

In this way, four road types in the road scene are considered, as ex-

plained in Section 5.2. The Ufj is classified as the road-type that is the

closest to its model; thus, the classification has four possible decision

outcomes. The decision is given by the following equation:

Dfj = arg min
i
‖βfij‖, (5.7)

where Dfj is the classification outcome for the jth Gaussian of f . Equa-

tion 5.7 returns the road type assigned to each Gaussian.

Having classified the Gaussians of f , the road-type confidence score

Cfi for road type i is estimated. This score can be defined as the

percentage of pixels in f that vote for this road type:

Cfi =

Nf∑
j=1

size(Rfj)× (Dfj = i), (5.8)

where Rfj is the segmented region in f that corresponds to the jth

Gaussian of Ufj. The final decision, Ff , is made by selecting the road

type that maximises the confidence score:

Ff = arg max
i
‖Cfi‖. (5.9)
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5.4 Experimental results

A model for each road type using eight videos of 25 frames each was

built. Thus, each model is built using 200 frames. The videos used

for the urban road model were taken from [Brostow et al., 2008], while

the videos for the rest of the road types were taken from YouTube.

The frame rate was between 25 and 30 fps, and the resolution of all

video frames was resized to 640 x 480. All videos were captured from

the car driver’s perspective, with legal and safety speed limits for each

road type. The detail of the used videos are listed in Table 5.1. For

testing, 800 video frames illustrating each road type were used: they

were collected similarly to the videos mentioned above. These frames

are not used when building the road-type models.

Table 5.1: Dataset summary for road type classification

Sequences Training

frames

Testing

frames

Frame

rate F/S

Final res-

olution

Video

format

Off-road 200 800 25 640 x 480 .mp4

Motorway 200 800 25 640 x 480 .mp4

Urban road 200 800 30 640 x 480 .mxf

Trunk road 200 800 25 640 x 480 .mp4

Moreover, the state-of-the-art method from [Mioulet et al., 2013]

was implemented to benchmark the performance of the proposed method.

The same training and testing datasets described above were used.

The method uses random forests [Breiman, 2001] for classification; the

state-of-the-art method reported the result of 10 trees with the high-
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est accuracy. In this experiment, the number of trees in the forest

started from (2, 5, 10, 20, etc.) and then gradually increased to 100

trees, which gives the highest classification accuracy. For more than

100 trees, the gain in classification accuracy is insignificant. In addi-

tion, the random-forests classifier is applied 10 times and the results are

recorded. Then, the mean and standard deviation of the classification

accuracy are reported.

The classification results in terms of percent classification accuracy

for both methods are presented in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3. The pro-

posed method achieves higher classification accuracy than the method

in [Mioulet et al., 2013] for each road type individually and, conse-

quently, achieves higher overall classification accuracy. The difference

between the two methods is more evident in the classification of the

off-road environment. The proposed method achieves 96.8% classifica-

tion accuracy for this road type, whereas the accuracy of the method

in [Mioulet et al., 2013] is 61.3%. This is due to the fact that the latter

method extracts its features from three predefined subregions in the

video frame. However, there is no guarantee that the key information

of the scene will always be contained within these regions. Because the

proposed method collects features from the entire scene, it is expected

that in environments where the scenery is more variable, such as in

the off-road case, the proposed method will achieve higher classifica-

tion accuracy. Visual comparisons between the methods are provided

in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, and the road-class labels are shown in

Figure 5.4.

In addition, the confusion matrix for both the proposed method and

the state-of-the-art method are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The con-
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fusion matrix of the proposed method has high values on the main di-

agonal showing a high accuracy for classifying each road type. It shows

that 96.875% of off-road types were classified correctly and 3.125% were

misclassified as trunk road; at the same time, there was no misclassi-

fication with other road types. Moreover, 99.75% of the motorways

were classified correctly with 0.25% misclassified as urban road and

no misclassification with other road types. In addition, 100% of the

urban types were classified correctly. Finally, 92.25% of trunk roads

were classified correctly with 2.625% misclassified as urban road and

5.125% misclassified as motorway. In contrast, the confusion matrix of

the state-of-the-art method shows smaller values on the main diagonal,

as well as shows a wider range of misclassification between the road

type classes.

Figure 5.3: Road-type classification results using both methods.
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Table 5.2: Classification results in terms of classification accuracy per-
centage

R. types Proposed method [Mioulet et al., 2013]

Off-road 96.8 % 61.3± 1.75%

Motorway 99.7 % 91.8± 2.15%

Urban road 100 % 92.6± 0.45%

Trunk road 92.2 % 74.4± 2.88%

Overall 97.2 % 80.025± 2.26%

Table 5.3: Confusion matrix of the proposed method

Actual \Predectd Off-road Motorway Urban road Trunk road

Off-road 0.96875 0 0 0.03125

Motorway 0 0.9975 0.0025 0

Urban road 0 0 1 0

Trunk road 0 0.05125 0.02625 0.9225

Table 5.4: Confusion matrix of [Mioulet et al., 2013]

Actual \Predectd Off-road Motorway Urban road Trunk road

Off-road 0.613 0.00075 0.167375 0.218875

Motorway 0.06075 0.917875 0.021375 0

Urban road 0.032875 0.00175 0.9255 0.039875

Trunk road 0.129 0.081125 0.04575 0.744125

Figure 5.4: Road-class labels.
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(a) STR (b) PR

(c) STR (d) PR

Figure 5.5: Visual comparison of motorway example, between the state-
of-the-art method STR [Mioulet et al., 2013] and the proposed method
PR.

(a) STR (b) STR (c) STR

(d) PR (e) PR (f) PR

Figure 5.6: Visual comparison of off-road example, between the state-
of-the-art method STR [Mioulet et al., 2013] and the proposed method
PR.
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(a) STR (b) PR (c) STR (d) PR

(e) STR (f) PR (g) STR (h) PR

Figure 5.7: Visual comparison of trunk example, between the state-of-
the-art method STR [Mioulet et al., 2013] and the proposed method
PR.

(a) STR (b) PR

(c) STR (d) PR

Figure 5.8: Visual comparison of urban example, between the state-of-
the-art method STR [Mioulet et al., 2013] and the proposed method
PR.

(a) STR (b) STR (c) STR

(d) PR (e) PR (f) PR

Figure 5.9: Examples of misclassified frames by the proposed method,
and correctly classied frames by STR [Mioulet et al., 2013]
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5.5 Summary

This chapter proposes a new online method for classifying road types,

which is based on video segmentation and evolving GMMs. All infor-

mation from the visual content of the scene is used, without giving

any priority to spatial or perceptual areas of the scene. A four-class

problem with four different road types are considered.

For testing and comparison with the state-of-the-art method in [Mioulet

et al., 2013], several video sequences of different road types are selected,

each sequence comprising several hundred frames. This dataset is split

into training and testing parts. Finally, both the proposed method

and the method in [Mioulet et al., 2013] are implemented on the above

dataset.

The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method

outperforms the method in [Mioulet et al., 2013] in terms of both clas-

sification accuracy per road type and overall classification accuracy.

This achievement can be attributed to using the information from all

areas of the frames. However, the method in [Mioulet et al., 2013]

is faster than the proposed method, as it provides results in real time,

due to exploiting hardware facilities for filtering. The proposed method

is online, and there is room for optimisation, such as by using differ-

ent platforms instead of MATLAB, thereby exploiting the facilities of

hardware implementation such as PGA or FPGA. The future work

will investigate the optimisation of the proposed method and conduct

testing on more datasets. Lastly, this method can be used in the auto-

matic risk-assessment framework proposed in this thesis. As mentioned

in Chapter 3, road type is considered a subclass of road environmental

risk, and not all road types have the same contribution in creating risk,
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because each road type requires a specific driving behaviour. Conse-

quently, classifying road types accurately leads to improvements in the

assessment of risk level.



Chapter 6

ONLINE ROAD DETECTION

Road detection is essentially important for both robotic and autonomous

vehicles [Wang et al., 2015b]. Road detection helps researchers under-

stand road scenes in terms of safety, and it provides crucial support

for road users’ safe access to the road. Thus, road detection is a key

component of the body of the risk-assessment framework proposed in

Chapter 3.

As explained in Chapter 2, the existence of a monocular camera is

gradually becoming standard for modern vehicles, with an increasing

number of vehicles being equipped with dashboard cameras. Hence,

an on-line vision-based road detection method is crucial—a method

to handle problems in the detected road region caused by shadows,

illuminations and unusual road-shapes. Therefore, in this chapter, a

new method for road detection is proposed. This online, model-based

method uses video captured by a single video camera. The goal of the

method is to acquire the road information from the input frame, which

is incorporated into the proposed risk-assessment framework.

The main contribution of this chapter is a novel online, model-based

method for road detection that utilises only vision-based features. It

first builds an offline threefold generative road model using training

data and then uses this model for online road detection. The threefold

94
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road model is based on video segmentation and geometrical cues learnt

from prior knowledge of the road’s shape. After the initial detection

of the road area, the result is improved using several post-processing

steps, such as boundary refinement and region growing. These steps

cater for inaccuracies in the detected road region caused by standard

research challenges in computer vision, such as shadows, illuminations

and unusual road shapes.

Experimental results on the established, publicly available CamVid

dataset [Brostow et al., 2008] indicate that the proposed method achieves

high accuracy results according to two measures: pixel-wise percentage

accuracy and area under the ROC curve AUC.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 provides an overview

of the proposed method. The process of building the threefold model,

which discriminates between road and nonroad regions, is presented in

Section 6.2. The road detection pipeline is described in Section 6.3.

Experiments and results are presented in Section 6.4 and the main

conclusions of the chapter are summarised in Section 6.5.

6.1 Method overview

In this section, a high-level overview of the proposed method for road

detection is given. The method consists of two stages. In the first

(training) stage, a threefold statistical road model is built using training

data, and in the second (detection), the road area in new video frames

are detected.

The training stage can be divided into three steps (Figure 6.1).

In the first step, the training frames are segmented using the evolv-

ing Gaussian mixture model (EvoGMM) algorithm [Kaloskampis and
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Hicks, 2014], and models for road and nonroad areas are built from

the Gaussians corresponding to each area type. The resulting models

for road and nonroad are GMMs. The use of EvoGMM guarantees

the compactness of the road and nonroad models, as it merges simi-

lar components. This compactness reduces the computational cost of

the generation of the initial road region. In the second step, a prior

road shape model is built using ground truth road masks. The prior

shape model poses geometrical constraints to the detected road region,

improving accuracy. Finally, in the third step, a naive outlier filtering

mask is built. This mask eliminates false positives located at a long

distance from the road region.

The detection stage, which is illustrated in Figure 6.2, can be di-

vided into four steps. In the first step, the initial road region is gener-

ated by building a GMM for the new frame and correlating its compo-

nents to the GMMs representing road and nonroad areas obtained dur-

ing the training stage using the Bhattacharyya distance [Bhattacharyya,

1943]. In the second step, the boundaries of the initial area are refined

using superpixels. In the third step, the prior road shape model is

utilised to eliminate inaccuracies within the detected road area caused

by illuminations, shadows, etc. Finally, in the fourth step, to handle

unusual road shapes, the region growing method is employed.
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Figure 6.1: The threefold road model.

Figure 6.2: Road-detection pipeline.

6.2 Building the threefold road model

This section describes the process of building the off-line model of the

proposed road detection framework, which will be used in the later on-
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Figure 6.3: Process of building the road and nonroad models with the
EvoGMM algorithm.

line road detection phase (Section 6.3). The proposed model is threefold

and each of its parts is learned automatically from training data. The

model’s first part is a statistical model discriminating between road

and nonroad regions, the second part is a prior road shape model and

the third is a naive outlier filtering mask. Each of these models are

discussed in the following subsections.

6.2.1 The road and nonroad model

This section describes the process of building the statistical model

which discriminates between road and nonroad regions (Figure 6.3).

This process is based on the EvoGMM video segmentation algorithm.

The proposed model relies on colour and spatial information from

training video frames, which will enable discrimination between road

and nonroad regions. As the aim is for the method to work as close

as possible to real time, this information should be handled efficiently.

For each frame in the training set, features from each of its pixels

are extracted. A GMM is built using the features of the frame; after

building the GMM, all features extracted from the pixels are discarded.

Each frame is, therefore, represented by a GMM rather than its pixel
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features, saving a significant amount of computer storage space and

memory.

To build a model for the region category road or nonroad, similar to

building the road-type models in Chapter 5 Section 5.2, the components

of the GMMs, corresponding to this specific region category from all the

training frames, are simply concatenated; this means that all GMMs

from the training frames are labelled manually as one of two categories,

road and nonroad. Finally, the model Mi for category i is given by the

formula:

Mi = {Lik}k∈{1,2,..,Ni}, (6.1)

where Lik is the kth Gaussian in Mi, and Ni is the total number of

Gaussians in Mi.

6.2.2 The prior road shape model

Recent work has shown that the prior road shape provides important

geometrical cues, which can be exploited to improve the accuracy of

road detection [Álvarez et al., 2014]. Data from geographical informa-

tion systems (GIS) were used in [Álvarez et al., 2014] to build an online

prior road shape model. In this work, an offline method based on vision

data is employed to build the prior road shape model. Let G denote

ground-truth masks for the set S of image sequences with the equation:

G = {g(1), g(2), ..., g(m)}, (6.2)
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where g(n), n ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} the ground-truth mask for an image se-

quence in set S.

The prior road-shape model P for the set of image sequences S is

given by the following formula:

P = {Gn
t }

n∈{1,2,..,m}
t∈{1,2,..,l} , (6.3)

where Gn
t is the tth ground-truth mask in image sequence n and l is

the total number of ground-truth masks in the image sequence n. An

example of the prior road-shape model is given in Figure 6.2 (prior

road-shape model stage).

6.2.3 The naive outlier filtering mask

Apart from providing geometrical cues, the prior road-shape model is

also used in this work to build a simple outlier filtering mask. This

filtering mask represents the range of all road regions of the training

data and is derived from the prior road-shape model′s probability map.

The naive outlier filtering mask ρ, for the prior road shape model

P , is given by:

ρxy =

 1,
∑w

γ=1{pxy} > 0

0,
∑w

γ=1{pxy} = 0
, (6.4)

where ρxy and pxy the xyth pixel value of the naive outlier filtering mask

ρ and the prior road-shape model P , respectively, and w is the total

number of ground truth masks in the set S of image sequences and
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: The probability map and global prior mask for CamVid
training dataset: (a) the probability map of the prior road shape model;
(b) the naive outlier filtering mask.

γ ∈ {1, 2, ..., w}.

The probability map of the of prior-shape model and the naive out-

lier filtering mask for the CamVid training dataset are shown in Figure

6.4.

6.3 Road detection

In this section, the process of detecting the road area is described, using

the threefold model of Section 6.2. The pipeline of the method is shown

in Figure 6.2. Note that the road detection process is fully online.

6.3.1 Initial road region generation

To detect the road region in an input frame f , first the frame’s model,

Mf , is built using the EvoGMM algorithm and then its components

are correlated to the GMMs of the trained model Mi representing road

and nonroad areas obtained during the training stage (Section 6.2.1).

The model Mf at input frame f is a GMM, given by:

Mf = {Ufj}j∈{1,2,..,Nf}, (6.5)
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where Ufj is the jth Gaussian in Uf , and Nf the total number of Gaus-

sians in the model Mf .

The next step is to estimate the distance between each Gaussian Uf

from the segmented frame f and the models of road and nonroad re-

gions, using the Bhattacharyya distance [Bhattacharyya, 1943], defined

in Section 5.3 Eq. 5.5. Let B (Ufj, Lik) be the Bhattacharyya distance

between the jth Gaussian of the GMM of f and the kth Gaussian of the

model Mi.

The minimum distance βfij, between the jth Gaussian in frame f ,

Ufj and the Gaussians in the model Mi is then calculated:

βfij = min {B (Ufj, Lik)} , (6.6)

The Gaussians are classified on the basis of the distances. Since the

model Mi includes two categories, road and nonroad (Section 6.2.1),

the classification has two possible decision outcomes. The decision is

given by the equation:

Dfj = arg min
i
‖βfij‖, (6.7)

where Dfj is the classification outcome for the jth Gaussian of frame f

which can be road or nonroad.

Having classified the Gaussians of input frame f , the initial road

region is generated by merging the regions corresponding to the Gaus-
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sians classified as road region.

IGxy =

 1, {νxy} ∈ {Rfj}(Dfj=r),

0, {νxy} ∈ {Rfj}(Dfj=n),
(6.8)

where IGxy is the xyth pixel value in the initial road region IG, Rfj is

the segmented region in frame f that corresponds to the jth Gaussian

of frame f , νxy is the xyth pixel in Rfj region and r and n are the road-

and nonroad region categories, respectively.

The initial road region is filtered using the the naive outlier filtering

mask to remove some outliers. The filtering process is given by:

IGxy =

 1, IGxy = 1 and ρxy = 1,

0, IGxy = 0 or ρxy = 0,
(6.9)

The process of generating the initial road region is shown in Figure

6.5. The following section shows how the initial result can be improved

by employing superpixels.

6.3.2 Road-boundary refinement with superpixels

Figure 6.6 illustrates the differences between the initial road region and

the ground truth. It can be seen that the boundaries are rough and

there are some false positives. To overcome these issues and to improve

the result, the boundaries are refined and smoothed by utilising the

entropy rate superpixel algorithm [Liu et al., 2011b]. This is achieved

by first oversegmenting the video frames to a number of superpixels,

and then merging the superpixels that have an overlap rate with the
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Figure 6.5: Process of generating the initial road region for CamVid
testing dataset, frame (Seq05V D 03630).

Figure 6.6: Example of the initial road region and its compar-
ison with the ground truth from CamVid testing dataset, frame
(Seq05V D 03630): (a) Original frame; (b) The initial road region; (c)
Ground truth (d) Initial road region compared to the ground truth.

initial road region. Consequently, the merged area represents the road

regions with smooth boundaries.

Superpixel merging is controlled by the region overlapping coeffi-

cient α, which measures the rate of overlap between the superpixels

and the initial road region. If θ denotes the number of superpixels af-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.7: Example of road region produced from boundary refinement
using superpixels, for CamVid testing dataset, frames (0005V D03630)
top row and (0016E5 002 08212) bottom row: (a) Original frame; (b)
Initial road region; (c) Road region produced from boundary refinement
using superpixels.

ter removing nonroad regions, the merging process can be expressed as

follows:

ISqxy =

 1 (αq ≥ τ)q∈{1,2,..,θ},

0 (αq < τ)q∈{1,2,..,θ},
(6.10)

where ISqxy is the xyth pixel value in region q of superpixel segmentation

road mask IS and τ is the threshold with τ ∈ {0, 0.1, .., 1} to control

region merging.

Two examples illustrating the output road region after the super-

pixel step are shown in Figure 6.7.

6.3.3 Handling light effects with the prior road shape model

Although the output of the road detection process after the boundary

refinement step can be accurate, scene complexity, illuminations, light

direction and different levels of shadows might have a negative impact

on the result. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7 (bottom row), where
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the road region is oversegmented due to shadows. This result can be

improved by exploiting the prior road-shape model. The prior road-

shape model is, in essence, a concatenation of many different road masks

and is built from training data, as explained previously in Section 6.2.2.

In this stage, the prior road shape model is used to generate a road-

shape for a specific video frame. This is achieved by unifying a number

of road shapes within the prior road-shape model that best match the

road region generated in the previous step.

To find the best matches, the positive correlation is estimated be-

tween each individual road-shape in the model P (Eq. 6.3) and the

road region IS. The positive correlation between two shapes can be

calculated as follows:

η(I1, I2) =

 Ψ(I1, I2) Ψ(I1, I2) ≥ 0,

0 Ψ(I1, I2) < 0,
(6.11)

where Ψ(I1, I2) is the Pearson’s correlation between I1 and I2, and can

be defined as follows:

Ψ(I1, I2) =
n
∑

(I1I2)− (
∑
I1)(

∑
I2)√

(n
∑
I2

1 − (
∑
I1)2)(n

∑
I2

2 − (
∑
I2)2)

, (6.12)

where n is the number of pixels.

The correlation set between the prior-shape model P and the road

region IS is given by:
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ηIP = {ηIt}t∈{1,2,..,w}, (6.13)

where ηIt is the positive correlation coefficient between the tth road-

shape in P and the road region IS, and w is the total number of road-

shapes in P .

Then, the ε best-correlated shapes from P are selected to generate

the road shape Ip by setting a threshold δ:

Ipxy =

 1,
∑ε

r=1{ηIP} ≥ δ,

0,
∑ε

r=1{ηIP} < δ,
(6.14)

where Ipxy is the xyth pixel value of the road shape Ip.

The richness of the prior road-shape model is the key to control

oversegmentation caused by shadows or illuminations. Likewise, the

value of δ also plays a big role in achieving this. In this experiment,

the value of δ is set empirically to 15 for the 20 best-correlated shapes

(ε = 20). Figures 6.9 b and c show the effect of two different δ. A

higher value of δ means involving more prior shapes to build new road

shapes. Therefore, it is highly possible to cause overestimation of the

road shape.

Two examples of the generated road shape after the step described

in this section are shown in Figure 6.8. It can be seen that the accuracy

of the road mask has improved compared to the previous step; however,

the method is not guaranteed to work as accurately with unusual road

shapes. This problem can be tackled with the region growing method,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.8: Example of road region produced using boundary refine-
ment and the prior road shape model, for CamVid testing dataset,
frames (0005V D03630) top row and (0016E5 002 08212) bottom row:
(a) Original frame; (b) Road region produced from boundary refine-
ment using superpixels; (c) Road region produced using the prior road
shape model.

as explained in the next Section.

6.3.4 Unusual road shape handling with the region growing method

This section describes the use of region growing [Adams and Bischof,

1994] within the proposed road detection framework, which is used to

deal with unusual road shapes. Region growing is a pixel-based classi-

fication method, which utilises the homogeneity between neighbouring

pixels to classify them into regions. Although region growing can suf-

fer from shadow and illumination effects [Wen et al., 2008], since both

problems can be mitigated at earlier stages of the pipeline, its use at

this point is justified. In summary, initial seeds are first selected and

the growing process commences with the comparison between the ini-

tial seed point and its pixel neighbours on the basis of homogeneity

to determine whether they belong to the growing region [Verma et al.,
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Figure 6.9: Example on the effect of the thresholds and their com-
parison with the ground truth, for Camvid testing dataset, frame
(Seq05V D 03630): (a) Original frame; (b) and (c) Estimated road re-
gion using two different values of δ(10 and 15, respectively) (d) Ground
truth (e) and (f) Estimated road region using two different values of
the region growing threshold (1 and 5, respectively).

2011].

In this application, pixels within the road region Ip estimated in the

previous step are selected as initial seeds. All grown regions are unified

into a single region, which is the final output of the proposed method.

In this experiment, the region-growing threshold is set empirically as 3,

Figures 6.9 e and f show the effect of two different thresholds. Higher

thresholds lead to more regions being identified as a road, which causes

the undersegmentation of the road regions. A sample road region gen-

erated after the region-growing step is shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Example of estimated road region using region-growing
and its comparison with the ground truth, for Camvid testing dataset,
frame (Seq05V D 03630):(a) Original frame; (b) The estimated road re-
gion using region growing; (c) Ground truth (d) Estimated road region
using region growing compared to the ground truth.

6.4 Experiments and results

The proposed method is evaluated on the established, publicly available

CamVid dataset. The dataset includes daytime and dusk sequences,

captured from right-hand drive vehicles and correspond to the driver’s

perspective. The resolution of the frames is 960X720 pixels. To reduce

computational cost, the frames are usually downscaled [Sturgess et al.,

2009, Alvarez et al., 2012]. In this experiment, the frames are resized

by a scale factor of 1/3. Following the recommendations of the authors

of [Brostow et al., 2008], the dataset was split into training and testing

subsets. Therefore, as listed in Table 6.1, 468 frames are used to build

the offline threefold model of Section 6.2, and 233 frames are used for

testing.
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Table 6.1: Summary of CamVid dataset

Sequences Num. Train Num. Test

EX 1 0001TP 62 62

Ex 2 0006R 71 30

EX 3 0016E 1 90 37

EX 4 0016E 2 125 53

Ex 5 05VD 120 51

All frames 468 233

The CamVid dataset also offers additional motion and 3D struc-

ture cues; in this work these features are disregarded, as the proposed

method concentrates on visual information. Furthermore, although the

CamVid database provides ground truth labels that associate each pixel

with one of 32 semantic classes, in an attempt to build a more gener-

ative model, this fine-grained annotation is disregarded and only two

sementic classes are used, i.e. road and nonroad.

The quantitative evaluation results show that the proposed method

achieves high accuracy in road detection, even though it relies solely on

visual features. Figure 6.11a shows the comparison between the pro-

posed method and two state-of-the-art methods: the appearance and

structure method (AS) [Sturgess et al., 2009] and the segmentation

and recognition method (SR) [Brostow et al., 2008] in terms of pixel-

wise percentage accuracy. The proposed method outperforms SR and

is close to AS. In Figure 6.11 (b) the proposed method is compared

against the top-down (TD) and bottom-up (BU) methods from [Al-
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varez et al., 2014] and road segmentation (RS) from [Alvarez et al.,

2012] using as measure the area under the ROC curve (AUC). State-

of-the-art methods achieve higher accuracy, but the proposed method

offers competitive results. Note that, with the exception of the BU, TD

methods and the proposed algorithm, the remaining methods utilise one

or both of the additional cues mentioned earlier (motion and 3D struc-

ture and fine-grained annotation). Additionally, the TD method uses

an object detector trained on an external dataset. The performance of

the proposed method can be improved by including the motion and 3D

structure cues, which will be the subject of future work.

Figure 6.12 provides qualitative results of the proposed method for

the CamVid dataset. Four examples are given in which road detection

is challenging: rows (i) and (ii) feature unusual road shapes; row (iii)

illustrates shadow effects; in row (iv) pedestrians occlude the road re-

gion and illumination varies near the bottom left corner of the frame.

Despite these challenges, the proposed method detects the road with

high accuracy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: Evaluation of road-detection methods and comparison be-
tween the state-of-the-art methods and the proposed method according
to two measures: (a) Pixel-wise percentage accuracy; (b) Area under
the ROC curve (AUC).

Figure 6.12: Qualitative evaluation of the proposed method for the
CamVid dataset: (a) Original; (b) Initial road region; (c) Superpixel
boundary refinement; (d) Prior road shape model; (e) Region growing;
(f) Superimposition of the output of proposed method on the original
frame.

6.5 Summary

This chapter proposes a novel method of online road detection that uses

as input video captured by a single video camera. The method first
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builds a threefold statistical road model using training data, and then

detects the road area in new frames using this model. The results of

initial detection are ameliorated, which handle problems in the detected

road region caused by shadows, illuminations and unusual road shapes.

The method is used in the chapter on evaluation of risk-assessment

framework (Chapter 7) in order to acquire the road information from

the captured frames for the proposed risk-assessment framework.

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on the CamVid

dataset and it is shown that it achieves high accuracy in road detection.

The method is online, and there is room for optimisation. Future work

will investigate the inclusion of additional cues, such as depth informa-

tion and GIS in the proposed framework to improve its performance.



Chapter 7

VIDEO-BASED ASSESSMENT

OF THE DEGREE OF RISK IN

A ROAD SCENE

In this chapter, the pedestrian safety portion of the ontology tool pro-

posed in this thesis (Chapter 3) is evaluated. The main purpose of this

evaluation is to explain how the proposed ontology tool can be incorpo-

rated into the existing computer vision methods to create a framework

that can be used in practice. To do this, different datasets are used

to consider two case studies. For this purpose, this chapter proposes a

new video dataset that comprises six videos, all of which are taken from

YouTube. In addition, five videos from the CamVid dataset [Brostow

et al., 2008] are selected, in which all example videos should feature

pedestrian behaviour in road scenes with various degrees of risk.

The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. A validation framework for the pedestrian safety portion of the

proposed ontology tool is developed using two real video datasets.

2. A new real video dataset comprising six videos featuring pedes-

trian behaviour in road scenes with various degrees of risk is pro-

115
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posed.

This chapter is structured as follows. Semantic feature extraction

based on vision methods is investigated in Section 7.1, which presents

the computer vision methods used to obtain semantic features, such

as road region detection, pedestrian detection and tracking. Moreover,

Section 7.2 explains the calculations of the proper semantic attributes,

that can be used in this framework, such as speed, location and direc-

tion. The combination of this semantic information is demonstrated in

Section 7.3. The assessment of pedestrian risks are explained in 7.4.

The risk assessment results of the framework evaluation are discussed

in Section 7.5, which presents the evaluation results of two datasets. A

new dataset is proposed in this chapter that comprises six videos, all of

which are taken from YouTube. Five video examples are selected from

the CamVid dataset [Brostow et al., 2008]. All example videos feature

pedestrian behaviour in road scenes with various degrees of risk. The

main conclusions of the chapter are summarised in Section 7.6.

7.1 Semantic feature extraction based on computer vision meth-

ods

This framework uses as input video captured by a single monocular

video camera. An essential point of using this high-dimensional data is

extracting semantic features. Semantic features are sometimes called

high-level features, which can be defined as global properties or region-

level descriptors related to shape or spatial attitude in a frame [Nixon

and Aguado, 2008]. Here, computer vision methods are used to ob-

tain two semantic features: road region in the scene and tracking the
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pedestrian in the scene. The measurements for these semantic features,

which correspond to key scene entities, are fed to the ontology′s tool in

the framework, which evaluates the degree of risk in the scene. Each

of the features are explained in the following paragraphs.

7.1.1 Road region detection

Detecting road region provides valuable semantic information about

the road scene, which is one of the important semantic features used in

the proposed framework. The main purpose of detecting road region is

to check for and determine the location of the pedestrian in the scene,

that is, whether the pedestrian is located on the road or not. The

extracted information is prepared to be fed to the ontology structure,

which infers the degree of risk in the scene.

As explained in Chapter 6, a new online, model-based road detec-

tion method is proposed. The method achieves high performance in

experiments; therefore, it is used in this framework. An example of the

detected road from the CamVid dataset [Brostow et al., 2008] is shown

in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: CamVid dataset and two examples of road detection using
the proposed method.
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7.1.2 Pedestrian detection and tracking

The pedestrian is an essential object in the road scene. Therefore,

the pedestrian detection and tracking method provides more important

semantic information, which is used in this framework. This method

uses a cascade object detector, which is a very fast and robust technique

[Viola and Jones, 2001b]. The cascade object detector method uses

the Viola-Jones algorithm [Viola and Jones, 2001a]. This method can

be divided into four stages. The first is feature selection using fast

Haar-like block filters. The second is image representation, which is

called the integral image stage. The third is a learning algorithm using

AdaBoost. The fourth is cascading classifiers [Viola and Jones, 2001b].

This method usually uses many positive and negative images in the

training stage. Overall, for both case studies about 1,341 positive and

1,275 negative images are used in the training stage.

This detection method has limitations in determining accurate re-

sults, the most common of which are false positive and false negative

problems. The first limitation can be overcome by selecting the bound-

ing box based on the confidence at the beginning of the video and then

selecting the nearest bounding box for the rest of the video. The second

limitation can be overcome by applying an object-tracking method.

Tracking will improve the stability and accuracy of the detection

results by predicting a new location for the object when the detection

method itself fails to detect the object. In this framework, the Kalman

filter [Welch and Bishop, 1995], a filter widely used for tracking, is

used. An example of the detected pedestrian from the CamVid dataset

[Brostow et al., 2008] is shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: CamVid dataset and two examples of pedestrian detection
using the Viola-Jones algorithm [Viola and Jones, 2001a].

7.2 Speed, location and direction calculation

As explained in Chapter 3, pedestrian speed, location and direction

are counted as semantic attributes, which are more important in terms

of safety. Therefore, in each frame, once the pedestrians are detected,

their location in the scene, speed and direction are estimated. Section

3.2 explains how these features are extracted from frames captured by

a monocular camera. In this framework, the same calculation process

is applied, and the vertical edges hypothesis is used in determining the

pedestrian location.

7.3 Data combination

The data obtained from the previous steps are collected and fed to the

ontology, which has to be built according to the inputs of the defined

inference rules in Section 3.1.3. The combination is made by concate-

nating all semantic attributes as vectors with size 1 x 11. Each element

of the vector represents a flag of a specific feature. At this stage, the

data combination is organised as follows: pedestrian, on the road, on

the road edge, on the road side, has no direction, away from the road,
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toward the road, away from the road, has high speed, has medium

speed, has low speed, has no speed. For example, if the vector value

is [1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0], it means there is a pedestrian on the

road who is moving away from the road with low speed. When the

ontology tool receives the data, on the basis of defined inference rules,

it will infer the degree of risk. All results are presented in the next few

paragraphs.

7.4 Assessment of pedestrian risk

In Section 3.1.3, both the risk assessments generated by pedestrian

behaviour in the scene and the inference rules are defined. These rules

are based on human knowledge and the information from the risk-factor

classes. The defined rules are used during the assessment process in

the following way: for each frame, the defined rules are applied on

the combined data prepared according to the method explained in the

previous section. The rules are designed to produce one decision per

frame, and these rules are tested using the standard method.

The proposed ontology tool was developed using the Protégé re-

source [pro, 2015], the Pellet reasoner [Dentler et al., 2011] was used to

check the consistency of the ontology, and both SPARQL and MAT-

LAB queries were used to query in the testing stage.

7.5 Risk assessment results and evaluation

In this section, the evaluation of the proposed ontology focuses on the

pedestrian safety portion; an evaluation of the complete ontology will

be carried out in future works. The experimental results of the proposed
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framework are evaluated against the ground truth results.

Furthermore, experimental results are discussed with respect to the

ontology’s entities that contributed to the reasoning output. For this

purpose, the evaluation results of two of the aforementioned datasets

are reported.

7.5.1 Case study 1: proposed dataset

As explained in the previous sections, the new real video dataset, which

comprises six videos, is used as a case study 1. The lengths of the

video footages are listed in Table 7.1. For each footage, the frame-

based results are compared with the ground truth, and the results of

the comparison are depicted in Figures 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6. This

comparison includes all semantic features used in this framework, as

well as the risk assessment. As the figures show, the impact of semantic

features when inferring risk assessment varies across time, which means

that on the basis of the defined rules, each semantic feature has a key

role in some circumstances.
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Figure 7.3: Proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in road scenes;
results of comparison with ground truth for case 1 footage 1.
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Figure 7.4: Proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in road scenes;
results of comparison with ground truth for case 1 footage 2.
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Table 7.1: Summary of proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in
road scenes

Sequences Num. frames

case 1 footage 1 83

case 1 footage 2 75

case 1 footage 3 59

case 1 footage 4 105

case 1 footage 5 64

case 1 footage 6 131

All frames 517

For instance, in case 1 footage 1 (Figure 7.3), for frames 56 to 60

the pedestrian location is varied between road area and road edges

and becomes a key feature, because this change has a direct impact

on the assessment and varies between high risk and low risk. Again,

for case 1 footage 3 (Figure 7.5 a), for frames 6, 26, 45, 51, 53 and

58, the pedestrian location is changed from road area to road edges

and becomes a key feature; the assessment changes from high risk to

medium risk. Likewise, close attention to the comparisons in Figures

7.3, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 reveals many key role features can be found.

The evaluation accuracy for all semantic features used in the frame-

work and the risk assessment is shown in Figures 7.7. In conjunction

with the previous explanation, the percentage accuracy of semantic

features in Figure 7.7 provides clear evidence regarding the key role

features. In case 1 footage 1, 2, 3 and 5, the accuracy of the risk
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(a) Case 1 footage 3

(b) Case 1 footage 4

Figure 7.5: Proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in road scenes;
results of comparison with ground truth for (a) case 1 footage 3 and
(b) case 1 footage 4.
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(a) Case 1 footage 5

(b) Case 1 footage 6

Figure 7.6: Proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in road scenes;
results of comparison with ground truth for (a) case 1 footage 5 and
(b) case 1 footage 6.
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(a) Case 1 footage 1 (b) Case 1 footage 2

(c) Case 1 footage 3 (d) Case 1 footage 4

(e) Case 1 footage 5 (f) Case 1 footage 6

Figure 7.7: Proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in road scenes;
accuracy results for (a) case 1 footage 1, (b) case 1 footage 2, (c) case
1 footage 3, (d) case 1 footage 4, (e) case 1 footage 5 and (f) case 1
footage 6.
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assessment is influenced by the accuracy of location feature than the

accuracy of direction and speed (Figure 7.7 a, b, c and e). However,

this behaviour changed in case 1 footage 4 and 6 (Figure 7.7 d and

f). The accuracy of the risk assessment is much higher than the accu-

racy of these semantic features—location, direction and speed—which

means these three semantic features are accurately obtained, mostly

when they have a key role. In this situation, if the key feature is de-

tected accurately, the uncertainty of the other features does not affect

the assessment decision.

7.5.2 Case study 2: CamVid dataset

The proposed framework is evaluated on the CamVid dataset [Brostow

et al., 2008], which is a publically available set of videos. Five video

examples featuring pedestrian behaviour in road scenes with various

degrees of risk are selected. The length of the video examples are listed

in Table 7.2. Again, in this case study, for each video footage, the frame-

based results are compared with the ground truth and the comparison

results are depicted in Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10. Like the first case

study, this comparison includes all semantic features that used in this

framework, as well as the risk assessment.

Here, the same conclusion of case study 1 can be noticed, for in-

stance, in case 2 footage 1, frame 7 (Figure 7.8 a), the risk assessment

is influenced by the direction feature, and in case 2 footage 3 (Figure

7.9 a), the role of the direction feature is more evidenced in frames (3,

7, 12 and 14), but in case 2 footage 4 (Figure 7.9 b), the road feature

has the main role to the degree that any changes from direction and

speed do not affect the assessment.
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(a) Case 2 footage 1

(b) Case 2 footage 2

Figure 7.8: CamVid dataset; results of comparison with ground truth
for (a) case 2 footage 1 and (b) case 2 footage 2.
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(a) Case 2 footage 3

(b) Case 2 footage 4

Figure 7.9: CamVid dataset; results of comparison with ground truth
for (a) case 2 footage 3 and (b) case 2 footage 4.
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Figure 7.10: CamVid dataset; results of comparison with ground truth
for case 2 footage 5.
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(a) Case 2 footage 1 (b) Case 2 footage 2

(c) Case 2 footage 3 (d) Case 2 footage 4

(e) Case 2 footage 5

Figure 7.11: Proposed dataset for pedestrian behaviour in road scenes;
accuracy results for (a) case 2 footage 1, (b) case 2 footage 2, (c) case
2 footage 3, (d) case 2 footage 4 and (e) case 2 footage 5.
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Table 7.2: Summary of CamVid dataset for pedestrian behaviour in
road scenes

Sequences Num. frames

case 2 footage 1 49

case 2 footage 2 433

case 2 footage 3 49

case 2 footage 4 299

case 2 footage 5 89

All frames 919

The evaluation accuracy for all semantic features used in the frame-

work and the risk assessment is shown in Figure 7.11. In conjunction

with the previous explanation, the percentage accuracy of semantic

features in Figure 7.11 provides clear evidence regarding the key role

features. In case 2 footage 1 and 4 (7.11 a and d), the accuracy of

the risk assessment is more influenced by the accuracy of the location

feature than the accuracy of direction and speed. However, this be-

haviour changed in case 2 footage 3 (Figure 7.7 c), the accuracy of the

risk assessment is lower than the accuracy of these semantic features—

location, direction and speed—which means these three semantic fea-

tures they are not accurately obtained, mostly when they have a key

role. In this situation, regardless of whether the rest of the features are

correctly obtained, the assessment decision will be made on the basis

of the key role features.

7.5.3 Overall results

Figure 7.12 shows the accuracy of each case study, the comparison

between them and the overall accuracy. In both case studies, the per-

centage accuracy of detecting semantic features (object, location, di-
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(a) Proposed dataset (b) CamVid dataset

(c) Both cases (d) Overall

Figure 7.12: Accuracy results for (a) all video footages from the pro-
posed dataset, (b) all video footages from CamVid dataset, (c) both
case studies and (d) overall risk assessment for each case study.

rection and speed) differs, but their behaviour is approximately the

same. Moreover, the assessment’s accuracy overall and in each case

study shows that the proposed framework achieves high accuracy. In

this way, the assessment’s accuracy for the proposed dataset through-

out all video footages is 85.1%, but this value is higher for the CamVid

dataset (93.3%). The overall accuracy for both frame-based and case-

based assessment is high: frame-based accuracy achieves 90.3%, and

case-based accuracy achieves 89.2%.
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7.6 Summary

This chapter proposes a framework for the evaluation of the ontology

tool for risk assessment proposed in this thesis. The framework con-

sists of several steps: semantic feature extraction based on computer

vision methods, like road region detection and pedestrian detection and

tracking; speed, location and direction calculation; data combination;

and assessment of pedestrian risk.

The framework’s performance is assessed on two datasets: a new

dataset proposed in this chapter that comprises six videos, all of which

are taken from YouTube, and five video examples selected from the

CamVid dataset [Brostow et al., 2008]. Both datasets comprise real-

world videos illustrating pedestrian movement.

The experimental results are compared against ground truth, and

the percentage accuracy shows that the proposed framework achieves

high accuracy in assessing risk resulting from pedestrian behaviour in

road scenes.



Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS AND

FUTURE WORK

This chapter concludes the thesis. The main conclusions of this thesis

are presented in Section 8.1; Section 8.2 analyses the limitations of the

research; and Section 8.3 discusses future work.

8.1 Conclusions

Automatic risk assessment and SA are key processes in autonomous

driving that support intelligent systems in terms of safety. It is difficult

to achieve accurate risk assessment and effective SA in a complex and

dynamic scene environment. However, there has been considerable im-

provement in the field of intelligent transportation infrastructure (ITI)

using a variety of sensors, such as GPS, laser sensors, radars and cam-

eras. Due to high cost, complex installation procedures and high com-

putational load, multisensor technology will not become standard for

vehicles in the near future. Certain sensors, such as ultrasonic, radar

and laser sensors, may additionally suffer from interference problems.

In terms of cost and richness of information, it is therefore advisable to

use a monocular camera, which is an efficient sensor.
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This thesis investigates automatic risk assessment in road scenes

using a monocular camera. For this purpose, the methods from two

different research areas are exploited and combined into a single frame-

work. To infer semantic information from video data, computer vision

methods are used, such as video segmentation, road detection, and

pedestrian detection and tracking. Then, on the basis of the semantic

information obtained from computer vision methods, the behaviour of

the entities in a road scene and the degree of risk of collision in a given

scene is inferred automatically. The knowledge-engineering technique

of ontology is used for this purpose.

An ontology is designed to represent the various relations between

the most important risk factors, risk from object and road environmen-

tal risk, which are essential components of the structure of the proposed

ontology. The preparation for both components is based on computer

vision methods. Moreover, the quality of these methods is important

for producing accurate results, especially, video segmentation. There

are many different approaches and algorithms for video segmentation;

hence, their evaluation is also important for assessing the quality of

segmentation results. Nonetheless, little research has focused on the

evaluation of video segmentation quality. Therefore, in this thesis a

new criteria for high-quality video segmentation to include temporal

region consistency is proposed. On the basis of the new criteria, an

online method for evaluation of the quality of video segmentation is

proposed.

The proposed evaluation method is more consistent than the state-

of-the-art method in terms of the perceptual segmentation quality, for

both synthetic and real video datasets. For this purpose, a set of syn-
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thetic video data is designed and a standard real video dataset is used.

Furthermore, using the GMMs video segmentation method, one of the

successful video segmentation methods in this area, new methods for

both road-type classification and road-detection are proposed. Using

the road detection results, along with the pedestrian detection and

tracking results, pedestrian speed, location and direction are estimated.

The proposed vision-based road-type classification method achieves

higher classification accuracy than the state-of-the-art method for each

road type individually, and consequently, it achieves higher overall clas-

sification accuracy. This is due to the fact that the state-of-the-art

method extracts its features from three predefined subregions in the

video frame. However, there is no guarantee that the key information

of the scene will always be contained within these regions. Therefore,

the proposed method collects features from the entire scene.

The proposed vision-based road-detection method achieves high per-

formance accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art methods, according

to two measures: pixel-wise percentage accuracy and area under the

ROC curve AUC. This is due to the use of different methods in the

refinement steps, which provides the capacity to address the problems

of illumination change, level of shadows and unusual road structures.

A video-based evaluation framework for automatic risk assessment

is proposed. At this stage, the framework includes only the pedestrian

risk assessment in the road scene. Using the semantic information ob-

tained from computer-vision methods, valuable semantic features such

as speed, location and direction are calculated. The measurements for

these three attributes, which correspond to key scene entities, are fed

to the ontology’s reasoning tool, which evaluates the degree of risk in
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the scene.

The framework’s performance is assessed on two datasets: a new

dataset proposed in chapter 7 that comprises six videos, all of which

are taken from YouTube, and five examples selected from the CamVid

dataset. Both datasets comprise real-world videos illustrating pedes-

trian movement.

The experimental results show that the proposed framework achieves

high accuracy in assessing risk resulting from pedestrian behaviour in

road scenes.

In conclusion, the achievements of this study reflect several contri-

butions toward the goals and objectives which mentioned in this thesis

(Section 1.3). Furthermore, the results of this study confirm the hy-

pothesis of this thesis, that the ontology tool can infer the behaviour

of the entities and the degree of risk of collision in a given scene.

8.2 Limitations

The limitation of this framework is the accuracy and stability of se-

mantic features of the key entities in the road scene, which is a main

factor that can affect the framework’s performance, for instance, the ac-

curacy and stability of three semantic attributes—speed, location and

direction—have a direct impact on risk-assessment accuracy. However,

the achieved accuracy for the automatic risk-assessment framework is

promising but insufficient: any false positive or false negative result is

crucial. Hence, further improvement is needed to provide more accurate

and stable semantic attributes.
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8.3 Future work

This research has raised many questions in need of further investiga-

tion. Further work needs to be done to include all risk factors in the

framework, such as vehicle, and its distance, direction and speed.

More accurate and stable information on vulnerable speed, location

and direction would help to achieve a higher degree of accuracy in au-

tomatic risk assessment. If the accuracy and stability of these semantic

attributes are to be improved, a better understanding of road detection,

and pedestrian detection and tracking needs to be developed.

It is also recommended that further research be undertaken in the

evaluation of video segmentation quality; a number of possible future

studies using the proposed criteria of high-quality video segmentation

are apparent. It would be interesting to combine the effects of these

criteria into one mathematical formula.
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Appendix A

APPENDIX A

The SPARQL query results are shown in this section. The queries are

made based on the rule-based cases.
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Figure A.1: SPARQL query, test rule number 1.

Figure A.2: SPARQL query, test rule number 2.
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Figure A.3: SPARQL query, test rule number 3.

Figure A.4: SPARQL query, test rule number 4.

Figure A.5: SPARQL query, test rule number 5.
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Figure A.6: SPARQL query, test rule number 6.

Figure A.7: SPARQL query, test rule number 7.

Figure A.8: SPARQL query, test rule number 8.
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Figure A.9: SPARQL query, test rule number 9.

Figure A.10: SPARQL query, test rule number 10.
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Figure A.11: SPARQL query, test rule number 11.

Figure A.12: SPARQL query, test rule number 12.
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Figure A.13: SPARQL query, test rule number 13.

Figure A.14: SPARQL query, test rule number 14.
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Figure A.15: SPARQL query, test rule number 15.

Figure A.16: SPARQL query, test rule number 16.
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Figure A.17: SPARQL query, test rule number 17.

Figure A.18: SPARQL query, test rule number 18.
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Figure A.19: SPARQL query, test rule number 19.

Figure A.20: SPARQL query, test rule number 20.
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Figure A.21: SPARQL query, test rule number 21.

Figure A.22: SPARQL query, test rule number 22.
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Figure A.23: SPARQL query, test rule number 23.



Appendix B

APPENDIX B

The MATLAB query results are shown in this section. Similar to the

SPARQL queries, these queries are made based on the rule-based cases.

For this purpose, a MATLAB code was developed. First, a menu is

displayed (Figure B.1), for the user to choose the query entities, and

the button of the selected entity is highlighted (Figure B.2). Then,

upon pressing the stop button, a decision menu is displayed, which

includes the query entities and the risk assessment.
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Figure B.1: MATLAB query, main menu to choose the entities.
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Figure B.2: MATLAB query indicating that the Vulnerable and Object
on the road buttons are selected.

Figure B.3: MATLAB query, test rule number 1.
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Figure B.4: MATLAB query, test rule number 2.

Figure B.5: MATLAB query, test rule number 3.

Figure B.6: MATLAB query, test rule number 4.
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Figure B.7: MATLAB query, test rule number 5.

Figure B.8: MATLAB query, test rule number 6.
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Figure B.9: MATLAB query, test rule number 7.

Figure B.10: MATLAB query, test rule number 8.
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Figure B.11: MATLAB query, test rule number 9.

Figure B.12: MATLAB query, test rule number 10.
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Figure B.13: MATLAB query, test rule number 11.

Figure B.14: MATLAB query, test rule number 12.
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Figure B.15: MATLAB query, test rule number 13.

Figure B.16: MATLAB query, test rule number 14.
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Figure B.17: MATLAB query, test rule number 15.

Figure B.18: MATLAB query, test rule number 16.
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Figure B.19: MATLAB query, test rule number 17.

Figure B.20: MATLAB query, test rule number 18.
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Figure B.21: MATLAB query, test rule number 19.

Figure B.22: MATLAB query, test rule number 20.
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Figure B.23: MATLAB query, test rule number 21.

Figure B.24: MATLAB query, test rule number 22.
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Figure B.25: MATLAB query, test rule number 23.


